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EDITORS'  LETTER
Well,  it's finally done.  lf you  ask if we are glad
that we did this, the answer 'ls a definite YES!  lt has
been  a lot of fun,  and  it has been  a good  learning
experience for both  of  us.  lf you  ask,  if we would
ever do it again we would  probably say yes.  We feel
this issue, just as all  past issues of the Ames Fo,-
ester,  was well  worth  all the  hours  put  into  its  publi-
cation  by ourselves and everyone else who was
involved.  This  magazine,  also known  as our depart-
mental  annual,  is a product of the entire forestry de-
partment from the  students,  the clubs,  and the
faculty and  staff.  lf everyone wasn't so enthusiastic
about a forestry  education,  developing  and  expand-
ing  professional  minds,  and  participating  in  depart-
ment activities we would  have  nothing to write  about.
Many  people deserve a special  thanks for their
part of this issue of the Ames Foresfe,. We would
first  like to thank this year's Ames Forester staff that
worked hard to make this issue a success.  Second,
we would  like to thank the article writers both  profes-
sional  and  student,  for their wonderful  articles that
make  up the  magazine.  Without their  help this would
be  a very short publication. There are a few very
important  people  behind  the  scenes that were  not
mentioned  as  being  on  our staff,  but without them
this   task would  have  been  much  more difficult,  if  not
impossible to  achieve.  Dr.  Jungst,  our  advisor,  and
the department secretaries that we turned to  many
times in  some way.
Front  Flow  (L  to  F?):  Scott  Davie  and  Dr.  Jungst
(advisor);  Back  F3ow  (L  to  F3):Sandy  Boldt,  B_red
Karlovec,  and  Leslie  Herzog;  Not  Pictured:  Sharon
Houar,  MicheIIe  Heiker,  and  Jerry  FIemming.
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The  biggest thanks,  however,  is  extended to
those people who bought an  issue of the 1988 Ames
Forester.  Without the financial  support of special
donators,  patrons,  and subscribers we would  have
nothing  to  support this  publication,  and we would
have  no  reason to print this  magazine.  We hope to
continue to  receive the support in the future,  and to
do that  ,we will do our best to carry on the tradition
of the Ames Forester.
We hope that you, as the reader will get as
much  out of this issue as everyone has put into it.
We feel that if this happens, we have been a suc-
cess.
A,\Jera
\\
Thank  you,
_,i,/  L-/ . rJ; ,{L-4*A
Scott A.  Davis &
Leslie  N.  Herzog
Co-editors
1988  Ames  Forester
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GEORGE W. THOMSON: NOW HE IS RETIRING!
BY DR. FREDRICK HOPKINS
Through  the  middle  months  of  1985,  it took a
real  effort for  George Thomson  to convince friends
and associates, on campus and off, that he was not
retiring.  He was  merely  moving  down  the  hall,  and  in
the  process,  relinquishing  the  reins of the  Forestry
Department to  Dr.  Steve Jungst.  As will  be evident,
however,  his  move to a more  modest office was not
indicative  of the direction  or  magnitude  of the shift  in
George Thomson's  role on the  Iowa  State  University
Campus.
No one associated with  Forestry at  Iowa State  is
better known  in  the  national  forestry  establishment,
among  lSU  Forestry  alumni,  or on  the  lSU  campus.
Nevertheless,  a  brief  review of the  highlights  of
George's  professional  and  academic career as  he
makes the transition to the  next passage.
George came to  Iowa State College as a fresh-
man  in  forestry from  his family's farm  in  Pecatonica,
lllinois  in  the fall  of  lg39.  Following graduation  in
1943,  George served  in the Army,  in  Europe.  On  his
discharge,  he  returned to  Iowa State College with
the objective of taking  a few  refresher courses
before  entering  the forestry  profession.  His  entrance
into the  profession  may not  have been  quite as  he
had  anticipated.
On  the  basis of  his outstanding  performance,
refresher courses  became  a graduate  program  and
led to  his  initial  Iowa State appointment as  a  re-
search  fellow  in  1947.  Advance through  the aca-
demic  ranks to professor of forestry  in  1960  re-
flected  expanded  teaching  responsibilities  and
exceptional  competence.  George  Thomson  became
chairman  of the  Department of  Forestry  in  1975  and
served  most effectively in that capacity for the
following  decade.
The  numerous  awards which  have  been  be-
stowed  upon  George Thomson  reflect  his  contribu-
tions  and  scholarship.  Among  these  are  Professor of
the Year,  Outstanding  Teacher,  Adviser of the  Year,
and the  Faculty Citation.  He was elected  Fellow of
the Society of American  Foresters.  George  is a
member of  several  honorary  and  professional
organizations.
Perhaps the best evidence of the esteem in
which  George Thomson  is  held on the  Iowa State
University  campus  and  throughout the  nation  is to
be found  in  requests which  have been  made of him
since  he  stepped  down  as  Chairman  of the  Forestry
Department  in  1985.  His  Commencement  address  in
December that year drew cheers.  ln  March,1986,
George  presided  over  "The  Parks Years:  Celebra-
tion  of  Excellence" a banquet to  honor W.  Robert
Parks on the occasion  of his  retirement as president
of  Iowa State. This year,  he was invited to give the
CE  Farnsworth  Memorial  Lecture at the  College of
Environmental  Science and  Forestry  at Syracuse.
No one associated with  Forestry at  Iowa State  is
better known  or  more  highly  respected  and  admired
than  Dr.  George W.  Thomson.  George  retires just
one year  short of  a  half century of involvement with
and service to  Iowa State  university.  We are grate-
fuI!
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PROFESSIONAL
AF]TICLES
THE EDUCATION OF IOWA STATE FOFZESTEF]S:
HAS IT BEEN WORTHWHILE?
by George W| Thomson
Professor
Everything that enlarges the sphere
of human power, that shows man he
can do what he thought he could not
do,  is valuable.
Samuel  Johnson
ln the halcyon days of forestry when the first of
the great American conservation movements was in
full flower there was seldom heard such a question
as, "What good is a forestry student and his teacher?"
Such a question would have been no more likely than,
"What good is a baby?" lt was understood that it was
the undergraduate who, upon ending his, and occa-
sionally her, collegiate career carried the burden of
putting Old World forestry theory into American
practice.
THE DAY OF THE GENERALIST
The entire spectrum of curriculum planning and
course design was initially focused on  making the
forestry graduate into a jack-of-all-trades.  Even the
composition of forestry faculty came from the concept
that anyone could teach anything. While most faculty
members held an M.S.  (or,  more often, a Master of
Forestry) degree it was relatively uncommon to find
many Ph.D.s on forestry school faculties until the
early  1940's.  lt is no wonder that it was once as-
sumed that the B.S. degree was all the formal educa-
tion that a young forester needed.
Although jobs in conservation within the natural
resource areas seldom have been more abundant
than the supply of professionals waiting to fill them,
the forestry graduate of those earlier times prior to
World War  ll could  be fairly comfortable  in the notion
that the  U.S.  Forest Service would take on a Junior
Forester if the two or three-day "J.F." exam could be
passed.  From the point of graduation and passing the
Civil Service exam, whether one started as sealer,
cruiser or range examiner,  normal progression could
be expected to carry one onto Assistant Ranger,
Ranger, staff officer at the Supervisor's Office and
possibly on to the glorious levels of Supervisor or a
staff job in the  Regional and Washington offices.
This was the pattern that people of my era, the
30's and 40's, expected to follow. Most of us of that
period at Iowa State College aimed for the U.S.
Forest Service and hoped-for top annual salary of
$6,000. Note that this was what we imagined we
might get at the far end of our careers,  not the front
end, because we were innocent of the concept of
inflation and most of us had done farm work for a
dollar a day.
Although there was a major conservation move-
ment at the turn of the 20th Century, when Pinchot,
Theodore  F}oosevelt,  Muir and  the  other actors on
the stage of politics  and  conservation were  house-
hold  names,  the first  real  emphasis on  conservation
came  during  the  Dust  Bowl-Great  Depression-
Grapes of Wrath  days when the  Civilian  Conserva-
tion  Corps,  along  with  a  host of alphabet programs,
came  into  being  under  Franklin  F]oosevelt.  lt was  at
this time that  Ding  Darling,  the  Des Mo,'r,es f]eg,'sfer
cartoonist and  conservation  activist,  rose to  support
forestry,  wildlife  and  soil  conservation.
ln this pre-"Sand County Almanac" period
writers such as William Vogt,  Paul Sears,  Bernard
DeVoto,  Louis Bromfield, and many less well known,
drew attention to the evils of America's vast callous-
ness about its natural resources.  lt was this emphasis
on awareness of proper management that began to
tip course content, although not necessarily curricular
content, toward recognition of the social significance
of proper forest management.
FOF3ESTFIY DEEPENS AND WIDENS
lt was here on the brink of World War ll, the uni-
versal  bench  mark for all of us of that period, that
forestry began to come of age. The stage was set for
preparing students in areas undreamed of before,
societal obligation, ethics, cost-benefit ratios, long
range planning, political action, legal precedent and a
host of concepts not often  mentioned  in dendrology,
surveying and timber cruising. All of these preceded
those yet far-away mysteries of computers, opera-
tions research and the marvels of environmental
impact statements and the F]esource Planning Act
with its nearly endless succession of public hearings.
After WW ll  it became evident that the jack-of-all-
trades professor, fondly remembered as a "general-
ist", the all-encompassing curriculum and the Primed-
to-be-F}anger student were finished as surely as was
the two-day J.F. examination. The professor had
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become too general and the exam too specific.  Enter
now the "Prof" newly adorned as "Doctor".  Enter, too,
the competition for employment by those who special-
ized. Face the schism between undergraduate
teaching and graduate student research that was to
strain the fabric of collegial relations as competition
for time, salary,  recognition and promotion began in
earnest.
lS EDUCATING THE UNDERGRADUATE WOF3TH
THE EFFORT?
Now come the questions hot and heavy: What
good is an undergraduate? Or what use in a sophisti-
cated world is his or her teacher-adviser-mentor? Of
what use is research  if it is not marketable before its
present net worth diminishes to nothing?
ln the 84 years since Forestry at Iowa State was
first identified as a recognized entity with staffing,
goals and graduates differing from those of the more
conventional agriculture programs 2,275 forestry
undergraduates have received Bachelor of Science
degrees.  Peak years for graduation came after the
tremendous enrollments in the late thirties when the
CCC program required hundreds of foresters to
administer the land rehabilitation programs.
Another peak was seen in the decade after WW II
when the GI  Bill encouraged many of the ten  million
men and women under arms to come to college. Yet
another peak came in the sixties when there seemed
no end to prosperity. The Forest Service, the Bureau
of Land Management and the Bureau of Indian Affairs
were infinitely optimistic that there would be at least
ten foresters as staff people for every "line" position.
This was the happy equivalent of two cars in every
garage. The last great surge in enrollment came
following the enthusiasm of Earth  Day in the early
seventies.
lt's interesting that none of these peak enrollment
periods were stimulated by increased demand by em-
ployers, that usually followed a year or two later.
Rather, enrollment surges were initiated by the
"frenzy" (there is no better word) of newspaper and
magazine articles which somehow were assimilated
by parents and high school teachers and debouched
into the minds of the young and equally into the minds
of the middle-aged men and women stultified by
unrewarding activities in shops, factories, offices and
farms.
Most of us who became university teachers in
those subjects dealing with resource management
have had to face, at the very least, a three-pronged
concern. The first is to assure that the student is
competent in the execution of the technical skills of
the forestry profession, whether these be silviculture,
mensuration, planning, manufacturing, sales, hydrol-
ogy, range management, recreation, economics or
whatever. To the student, those technical skills
initially seem the begin-all and end-all of the educa-
tional process so that Forestry is seen as no more
than the sum of those distinctive parts.
The second concern in the making of a forester
lies in the conceptual "religion" of conservation as a
way of weighing alternatives so as to bring about
Pinchot's "greatest good for the greatest number."
The third concern is that students must recognize
the principle that some part of forestry has to be
made to pay for the other parts, that is, the dealing in
goods and services makes one aware that "goods"
may very well have to pay for less monetary "serv-
ices."  lt is from this necessity that forestry gains its
complexity and the education of foresters its magnifi-
cence.
lt is my personal opinion, based on 40 years of
watching more conventional agriculturists teach their
young, that no undergraduate in any other profession
than forestry comes out of college with such an
awareness of the real problems of feeding, housing,
watering and recreating a world population as do
foresters.  lt has often struck me that an education  like
forestry would pay society back a hundred fold if it did
no more than make such an impact on graduates as
is made here and in our other schools of forestry.
GF3ADUATION,  EMPLOYMENT AND SOCIETY'S
PAYOFF
A professional  school,  of course,  is judged  by
the  practice,  not just the promise,  of its students.
One can  be  involved  in the classroom with  young
people for no  more than  a few  months to come to
the  conclusion  that  the  understanding  of  subject
matter and  the  professionalism  of students  are
inextricably tied to employment  prospects  and job
satisfaction.  Affectionate  concern  for one's  students
(a  quite  different  matter  than  tlspoon  feeding")
prompts one to  want to see them  successfully
employed  but,  more than that,  it  is the feedback
from  such  students that  brings to  life  instruction  and
by  continuing  cybernetic guidance  makes  each
succeeding  class  better than  the one  before  it.
This is not intended as a paper listing the percent-
ages of graduates that worked for government, or
reached middle management in ten years or retired
rich  at fifty.  Nor is  it an  attempt to distinguish the
earning  power differences between B. S. and Ph.D.
degree holders. After all, one of the several reasons
for having good undergraduates is that they have to
be that before they can become graduate students
earning Masters and Doctorates.  From the earlier-
mentioned 2,275 B.S. graduates, the 176 M.S.  and
the 56 Ph.D. recipients society has gotten remarkable
mileage.
ln goverr7menf Serv,Ice Our People have Probably
made the greatest impact in terms of numbers. All of
the agencies, with primary emphasis on the U.S.
Forest Service,  but including the Bureau of Land
Management, the Bureau of Indian Affairs,  National
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Park Service, Soil Conservation Service,  Fish and
Wildlife Service,  Corps of Engineers, the Army,  Navy
and Air Force, have had long-time service from  Iowa
State foresters.  Examples? Here are a few: The Chief
of the entire  U.S.  Forest Service; five Directors of the
regional Forest Service Experiment Stations; a
Regional Forester who has already served in that
office in two different regions; at least a dozen
National  Forest Supervisors.  F]ight at this moment
Iowa State foresters hold no less than 83 Forest
Service administration and technical specialist
positions at Ranger level and above. The staff
specialists at the District level for Forest Service and
Bureau of Land Management number, right now, well
over 150 and through the years these positions have
been occupied by Iowa State foresters in the tens of
hundreds. State, county and city forestry positions in
Iowa alone have absorbed more than fifty Iowa State
forestry graduates and nation-wide the number is
doubled. The last five State Foresters in the Iowa
Conservation Commiss_ion, now the Department of
Natural F]esources, have been Iowa State foresters
with recently retired Gene Hertel having been elected
Chairman of the National State Foresters' Associa-
tion.
While we have less specific records for ,'r,dusfr,'a/
/oresfers, because there is no separate directory for
them, there has been a steadily increasing number of
our graduates who have either started in industrial
forestry or have gravitated to this area as their
experiences and inclination led them into this some-
times more lucrative area. At one time we could count
67 Iowa State Foresters in permanent positions with
Weyerhaeuser Company alone in everything from
land and raw material procurement, genetic research,
plant management, growth research on to the various
vice-presidencies in sales, research and develop-
ment, and administration.
When we need summer experience for under-
graduates, an annual requirement, or for graduate
students or faculty,  it is both exciting and gratifying to
be able to telephone Iowa State forestry alumni in any
part of the country and in almost any forestry -related
activity and receive immediate assistance and advice.
There is no resource available to this Department that
is as valuable as its successful and supportive alumni.
Over and over again we have called on these one-
time undergraduate and graduate students for help
and never have we been disappointed.
The part that Iowa State forestry graduates have
played in the role of un,'vers,ty edt,cafors is surprising
even to us.  lt is nearly impossible to remember all of
our graduates who have spent major portions of their
careers as teachers. However, we have a verifiable
count, starting with Dr. Shirley Allen at the University
of Michigan and continuing to our most recent en-
trants to the ranks of university teaching, Dr.  Reinee
Hildebrandt at Kansas State University, and Dr.
Douglas Stokke at Michigan Technological University
that 58 Iowa Staters have held professional rank at 32
of the 47 S.A.F. accredited forestry schools in the
United States. We have jokingly said that so many
Iowa Staters have appeared on Oregon State
University's faculty at Corvallis that the city should be
called "Ames West". The total of our graduates on the
faculties of so many forestry schools has included 12
department heads and 6 deans or directors, 4 of
whom had also been department heads.
Few could have dreamed that the initial and long-
sustained enthusiasm of the transplanted Nebraskan,
G.  B. MacDonald, and his beloved l[Ames Foresters"
would have penetrated so deeply into American
education. The association between Iowa Staters and
the other fine schools of forestry has been a happy
and mutually beneficial one.
COMMENT AND CONCLUSION
How did this phenomenal distribution of and
support by forestry professionals come about?
Affection for the alma mater is not unique to Iowa
State University and the support of professionals who
are alumni is not unique to Forestry.  Certainly the
seemingly unlikely positioning of our forestry school
on the edge of the Great Plains has not, in itself, been
automatic proof of competence. Perhaps our success
in placement and the ultimate career success of our
graduates has been due to the simple fact that Mid-
westerners, while not all "strong, farm boys",  have
had an affinity for land and the manipulation of capital,
labor and inventiveness that transferred easily to
forestry.  Perhaps this college for the working class did
draw those with a strong ingrained work ethic and a
tolerance for the exasperation of working with nature.
This combination may have allowed those with
patience and perserverence to prosper. Perhaps the
sons and daughters of lowans, themselves de-
scended from pioneers, expectedto leave home and
the imagined romance of'mountajns and far places
naturally attracted our people to forestry in the first
place. Actually,  in all  my years of associating with
forestry faculties around the country the question ot
keeping students in the home state after graduation is
never discussed -nor assumed important.
There is, of course, concern among natural
resource professionals over the low esteem in to
which long-range management of our natural re-
sources has fallen. Attempts to convert all effort and
all resources, no matter how fragile, into immediate
dollar profit has pervaded the national consciousness
for more than a decade.  Further,  more and more of
the American citizenry have drifted away from back-
grounds where long range protection of a producing
land resource is the natural preoccupation. There has
come that mind set that Aldo Leopold referred to
when he said, tfThere are two spiritual dangers in not
owning a farm. One is the danger of supposing that
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breakfast comes from the grocery, and the other that
heat comes from the furnace."
This insight provided by Leopold seems to
account for a national attitude that all forests should
be wilderness and that it is immoral for any tree to be
harvested, coal to be dug, oil to be pumped,  moun-
tains to be roaded, public range to be grazed or game
to be hunted. Certainly forestry schools must now
face up to giving more attention to esthetics and
those forestry applications pertinent to the urban
environment. Attention must be paid to the ravaging
of the forest resources in countries desperately trying
to convert their forests to cash, or,  more often, to fuel
wood and building materials for of what use is a green
revolution if one's food is uncooked and one's children
unhoused? The third of the World's land surface that
is in forest now faces the same despoilation, and
demands the same dedication and skill, that Iowa
State and other American foresters applied to the
forested third of the United Statesl land surface when
it was under equally severe stress at the end of the
19th century.
Perhaps the solving of America's forest problems
in the last 80 years of this small department's history
was only practice for the greater challenges facing
lowans when the whole world becomes our work
arena and all of the terrifying questions of exploding
populations and the depletion of the globe's resources
must be solved.  lt will be then that the true value of
education for the sensitive management of our
renewable resources will become apparent.
ll
coopERATION IN MEETING THE FOREST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
CHALLENGE IN IOWA
William A.  Farris
State Forester
States with limited forest resources and a heavy
agricultural  economy,  such  as  Iowa,  make the
management and promotion of that forest resource a
real challenge. Cooperation and coordination of
programs within the forestry community are abso-
lutely necessary if that challenge is to be met. There
has been a long history of cooperation between the
Forestry Department at Iowa State University and the
State Forestry agency. The first State Forester was
the head of the Forestry Department and served in
both capacities until shortly after World War ll. As the
state programs evolved a State Forester was hired by
the then Iowa Conservation Commission, now Depart-
ment of Natural Resources. The close ties between
the University and the State have always been
recognized by both as an essential key to the welfare
of the forest resources of Iowa.
The recognition of the need for a close cooperative
relationship has resulted in the development of
several programs and cooperative projects over the
years. The cooperation with the Extension Forestry
programs are, as would be expected, the strongest.
Here in  Iowa,  Extension and State Forestry have long
recognized their respective roles in serving the
citizens of the state. The state has provided the one-
on-one forestry assistance to the individual woodland
owners while the Extension Foresters have provided
assistance by working with groups, the media and the
development and distribution of educational publica-
tions. There has been very little,  if any, duplication of
efforts due to the coordination of the two programs.
The service foresters rely on  Extension publications
to provide information to their cooperators on a wide
range of topics.  lf a need for additional publications is
identified by the state's foresters, extension  has filled
that need.  Probably one of the most successful coop-
erat'lve programs that has been developed is the
establishment of several annual field days. Currently
there are about 20 field days being held each year
across the state.  Attendance at some of the field
days exceeds 100. This has proved to be an excellent
forum to provide a lot of people with woodland
management information.  lt allows the attendees to
interact with the "experts" to obtain needed manage-
ment information.
Another cooperative program that has been quite
successful has been the development of a Woodland
Owner's Newsletter. Forestry Extension developed
the newsletter and the state helped to identify wood-
land owners to receive the publication.  ln addition the
state's foresters have suggested topics and written
articles for the newsletter.  ln recent years the state
has assumed the printing of the newsletter while
extension  has continued to compile, edit and mail it.
The newsletter is currently being sent to over 17,000
landowners, interested individuals and organizations.
The newsletter provides a direct contact to the
owners and managers of the forest resources in the
state.
The Forestry Division and the Department work
closely in identifying the continuing education needs
of professional foresters in the state. Seminars and
educational programs are developed, often in coop-
eration with the Iowa Society of American Foresters,
to address  these needs. Attendance at these pro-
grams usually includes consulting foresters, county
foresters and other foresters in addition to the state's
foresters. This provides an excellent forum for devel-
oping a better understanding among the foresters
about their different roles in addition to the education
benefits from the programs. The state looks to the
Forestry Department at the University as a major
source of information and training.  ln today's fast
pace of technological development and unsure
economic times it is imperative that we have the latest
up-to-date information available in making resource
management recommendations to the woodland
owners of the state.
Iowa, like any other state, has problems (opportuni-
ties) unique to the state in managing the woodland
resource.  Identifying and finding solutions for these
unique problems requires the continuing cooperation
of the Forestry Division and the Department.  Perhaps
the identifying isn't so difficult,  but a shortage of
monies to carry out the necessary research makes it
difficult to find the solutions.  ln some areas we have
been able to find a funding source to enable us to find
solutions. A good example, although not limited to just
an Iowa problem, is a project underway to develop a
method of root grading hardwood seedlings. This will
help to provide for a higher quality seedling from the
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state nursery which will result in better growth and
survival  in the field. This project is being funded,  in
cooperation with several other midwestern states,
with State and Private Forestry monies from the
Forest Service. The study is being carried out by the
Department of Forestry at Iowa State University.
Information gained may provide hardwood nurseries
with a new tool to help assure the highest quality
seedlings possible.
There are several other areas where working
together the state and the University have been able
to find solutions or develop new tools to better
manage the state's woodland resource.  Included
among these would be the development of computer
programs to provide inventory and economic data for
Iowa woodlands, improvement of growth models for
Iowa, development of information on wood energy
sources through short rotation intensive culture,
approval of cottonwood for use as studs in construc-
tion and many other.
The identification of these opportunities requires
close and constant communication between the
University and state personnel. To date this has
occurred primarily on an informal basis. There is a
need to develop a more formal method of communi-
cation on a regular basis in addition to what is cur-
rently taking place.
There has always been a close tie between the
Forestry Department and the State Forest Nursery.  ln
fact the nursery was originally operated by the
University. The location of the nursery at Ames has
strengthened that relationship. There probably isn't a
forestry student that graduated from Iowa State who
hasn't had a tour of the State Nursery. The nursery
has served as a field laboratory for several graduate
students over the years. The state nursery also gains
from the research being conducted there. Whether it
be the identification of disease resistant species,
fertilization in the nursery beds or root grading they all
help to provide better plant materials for the landown-
ers. Cooperative projects at the nursery aren't always
related to producing seedlings. Other ongoing proj-
ects include such things as a solar dry kiln and
shitake mushrooms.
State forestry personnel have been available to the
Forestry Department to provide whatever assistance
they can in the educational process. This includes
lectures to students on state forestry programs,
suggesting projects for senior management students,
conducting practice interviews and hosting field
classes on state forests or the nursery.
The 1985  Iowa Forest F]esources plan calls for the
doubling of the state's forest acreage. To attain this
goal,  i .5 million acres of additional woodland needs to
be established, a large undertaking in a corn, cattle,
soybean and hog state. Only through continued
cooperative efforts of the University and the state
working together in providing the necessary forestry
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leadership will we even come close to attaining this
goal.
COOPERATIVE FOF]ESTF]Y F=ESEARCH
by Dr. AI Vogt
Director of School of Forestry, Fisheries, and Wildlife
University of Missouri
Current national priorities include the expansion
of domestic and forest markets for forest products to
increase productivity and economic opportunities for
rural land owners; the expansion of biotechnology and
basic biological research to increase productivity of
the forest resource; the increased ability to produce
forest products while maintaining water, wildlife,
recreation and range resources; the protection,
evaluation and management of the forest resource;
strengthening of the forest resource; and develop-
ment of scientific and p-rofessional forest resource
management expertise.
Forestry research varies from fundamental
studies to applied studies. A balance between funda-
mental and applied research is important yet, all
cases should be problem-oriented.  Ultimately, the
research should lead to the transfer of new knowl-
edge that addresses, at least in part, national re-
search goals.
The plains states have an opportunity to conduct
collaborative research that will promote economic
opportunities for rural land owners.  Forestry research
that addresses these issues is being conducted by
Universities, State and Federal agencies and private
industry throughout the nation. The efforts of the
Cooperative States Research Service performs an
important coordinating role in the review and approval
of all projects that receive federal funding.
Recently, forestry research has taken on a new
importance. The economic plight of the small family
farmers brought the importance of woodland manage-
ment to their attention.  Land-grant Universities
throughout this region have an opponunity and a
public responsibility to conduct research that will
foster increased management of trees as a compo-
nent of the farm operation.
F]esearch that can effectively address a problem
of this scope and complexity must have both biologi-
Gal and socioeconomic dimensions.  Effective re-
search must involve scientists with expertise in forest
soils, tree physiology, silviculture, forest genetics, bio-
metrics, forest economics and forest management.
The establishment of trees on sites characterized
by excessive grass competition for moisture, harsh
summer and winter conditions presents a key chal-
lenge for researchers.  How can the right tree species
be matched with the site, yet, also have desired
economic traits? This important question requires a
balanced research program coordinated among
primarily soil  scientists, forest geneticists and silvicul-
turists.  Representative soil types with varying  micro-
climatic conditions must be identified to represent the
types of areas in need of reforestation. Forest tree
species must then be collected from throughout their
natural range and planted on these selected test
sites. Through time, the tree plantings are evaluated
for survival and growth characteristics.
Forest genetic research has had a history of ex-
cellent cooperation between states.  ln  Iowa,  Missouri,
Illinois,  Kansas and other midwest plains states,
cottonwood, red oak, walnut, pines, and other species
have been tested for genetic differences. Phenotypic
(growth expressions) traits have been observed.
These tests have provided a strong data base ena-
bling the geneticist to recommend genetic selections
that will grow well on specific sites.  Many of these
tree plantings have been developed into plantations
and are now producing seedlings for specific plant-
ings-
What growth traits are of interest? What are pro-
jected uses of the trees to be planted?
Trees planted in  Iowa should ultimately reduce
the effects of wind on heat loss from the homestead
and soil and moisture loss from the fields. These
trees must have the capacity to withstand drying
winds,  become firmly established in the soil, grow
rapidly and develop a dense crown. But what about
alternate uses of these windbreaks? For example,
what species of wildlife can be harbored? Are there
recreational opponunities that can be developed?
These are among many questions we are asking
as we try to choose from the alternative genetic com-
binations available for planting.
Research involving genetic control and selection
for specific sites is also applicable to plantings for
Christmas tree production, short term energy biomass
production, commercial nut production, timber and
veneer production. Note that in all cases the term
"production" suggests an economic value to the
farmer as part of integrated farm management.
The states of Iowa,  Illinois and Missouri are dis-
cussing ways to conduct joint research that could en-
courage the use of more forestry-related activities into
farming systems. The overall research goal is to
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define for the landowner a spectrum of management
alternatives, each with a defined economic dimension
This goal requires the coupling of economic and
computer science with biological research.
Four Universities including  Iowa State University,
University of  Illinois,  Southern  lllinois  University and
the University of Missouri, Columbia have begun to
jointly plan research that will address four key areas
including:  1 ) the development of forest products; 2)
alternatives to traditional forest management; 3)
economics of forest management and 4) natural
resource education. The ultimate goal will be to
engage scientists across state lines, in cooperative
ventures that can contribute strongly to these four
areas. This tri-state effort is an  important mechanism
for effective future forestry research in the plains
region.
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THE F}OLE OF FOF!ESTRY EXTENSION IN IOWA
The Cooperative Extension Service is the largest,
most successful informal education organization in
the world.  For more than 70 years, extension has
been a strong and dynamic force in agriculture,  home
economics, natural resources, and community
development. The unique tri-level partnership be-
tween federal, state, and local governments has
proven effective and efficient and has provided the
flexibility to adjust to new and additional educational
directions.  Extension transmits practical,  reliable
information from universities and research centers on
a variety of subjects designed to help people identify
and solve problems. More than 3,000 extension
offices throughout the nation make up a vast network
for extending knowledge to all Americans.
Extension programs in forestry actually predate
the formal establishment of the Cooperative Exten-
sion Service. Michigan began a forestry program in
191 i . The first Extension  Foresters were hired in
1918, and specific responsibility for forestry programs
was given to Cooperative Extension in  i 924. Cur-
rently,  all  but eight states have a forestry extension
program. The level of staffjng and type of program-
ming obviously relate to the importance of the forest
resource in the state,  and specific activities are
determined by the program priorities established in
each situation.  But even  in states with  minimal forest
resources and primary focus on production agricul-
lure, tree resources are generally acknowledged as
important and beneficial.
Iowa woodlands and plantations grow high quality
sawlogs and veneer logs, serve as essential habitat
for a variety of wildlife species, protect steep slopes
and waterways from erosion, produce firewood for
home heating and crop drying, beautify the landscape
of the state, provide sites for satisfying  recreational
experiences, and produce specialty crops such as
Christmas trees, maple syrup, and ginseng.
But the primary focus of most rural  landowners in
Iowa is obviously on production agriculture. Although
many people recognize the importance and benefits
of trees and woodlands, other individuals in this
agricultural state are not fully convinced that tree
resources have any real value.  Even those landown-
ers who accept woodlands as desirable, often do not
fully appreciate the multiple benefits derived from
prepared by Dean R.  Prestemon,  Professor and
Extension Forester
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trees and may not be knowledgeable about proper
techniques for managing woodlands.
At time of settlement,  Iowa had an estimated 6.7
million acres of forests representing about i 9 percent
of the land area.  But forest land was rapidly cleared
by early settlers, and by the late 1800's less than
three million acres remained. A U.S.  Forest Service
survey in  1954 showed 2.4 million acres of woodland.
Land clearing and shifts to alternate uses dramatically
reduced woodland acreage between 1954 and 1974;
almost a million acres of woodland were lost during
that 20 year period. Today less than four percent of
Iowa is forested.
The quality of Iowa woodlands is also relatively
low and needs to be improved. The most recent U.S.
Forest Service survey (1974) showed that most of the
forest land in the state is poorly stocked with trees,
tree quality is low, timber is being  removed faster than
it is being grown, and most woodlands are producing
only about half of the land potential.  Nearly 50 percent
of the forested acres are grazed to some extent, and
one quarter is so heavily grazed that no young trees
are present to continue the tree cover. Many wood-
land areas cleared for other uses have experienced
excessive erosion and have not proven suitable for
long-term production of row crops. The relatively
small area covered by forest in  Iowa would not be a
great concern  if the cleared land was put to its "best"
use.  Unfortunately, the improper removal of forest in
the past and the poor condition of the residual wood-
lands provide a formidable challenge to university and
state forestry specialists.
Specific recommendations to guide lowans in the
management of the state's woodland resources were
developed in  1985,  under the leadership of State
Forester Gene Hertel. This {'lowa Forest Resource
Plan" identified eight goals:  1 ) develop and implement
an official forest policy for  Iowa; 2)  increase public
awareness of the economic and social contributions
of woodlands; 3)  maintain a viable wood industry; 4)
keep damage by wildfire, insects, and disease at
acceptable levels; 5) establish forest cover on erod-
ible lands; 6) accomplish the highest level of manage-
ment of all woodlands and urban forests consistent
with benefits; 7) provide appropriate publicly owned
forests; and 8) conduct pertinent research on the
management, protection,  and utilization of forests.
The basic mission of Forestry Extension at Iowa
State University is to improve and expand tree
resources in the state through educational programs.
Two professional extension foresters are on staff to
accomplish this mission:  Paul Wray has specific skills
and training in utilization,  marketing, and proper use
of wood.  Primary clientele for forestry extension
programs include private landowners, public land
managers, teachers, youth, and homeowners.
A variety of educational methods and techniques
are used to disseminate information and educate
extension clients.  During a typical program year,
forestry extension will  be involved  in  15  Forestry  Field
Days, 8 windbreak schools,  15 conservation educa-
lion workshops, and 20 other conferences and
meetings. The WOODLAND OWNERS  NEWSLET-
TEF] will be distributed to over i 3,000 clients twice
each year. Over 900 individual requests for informa-
lion will be handled; an estimated 8,000 extension
pamphlets and notes will be distributed. Twenty radio
or TV programs will be presented, and over 30 news
releases will be written.
One key characteristic of the forestry extension
program in  Iowa is cooperation with other organiza-
lions and groups. Two professionals just cannot do
the entire job.  Forestry extension professionals can
provide leadership,  but cooperation with the Iowa
Department of Natural Resources, the Soil Conserva-
lion Service, county and area extension offices,
county conservation boards, the Iowa Tree Farm
Committee,and other organizations is essential to
generate significant, positive impact from most
educational programs.
Forestry extension professionals in an agricultural
state like Iowa must also recognize opportunities and
"teachable moments" and be prepared to respond
rapidly to meet educational needs. For example,
when the energy crunch developed during the 1970's,
interest in using wood as a home heating fuel dra-
matically increased.  Forestry extension developed
Support materials and delivered a large number Of
educational meetings over a several-year period
focused on improving woodlands by harvesting
fuelwood and on safe efficient burning of wood.
Another opportunity, this time for encouraging tree
planting, was recently presented when the federal
government implemented the Conservation Fteserve
Program.  Forestry extension was an active coopera-
tor in this endeavor designed to remove highly
erodible land from row crop production and to estab-
lish permanent cover on these fragile acres.
Educational programs for teachers and youth have
also been an important part of the forestry extension
effort for many years.  For example, as part of her
graduate study,  F]einee Hildebrandt, forestry exten-
sion assistant, recently developed an instructional
package on woodland management for Iowa high
school vocational agriculture instructors. The topics
for the six complete instructional units were: Trees for
Schools,  Introduction to Woodland Management,
Christmas Tree Production and Marketing, Wood as
Energy, Managing Woodlands for Sawlog and Veneer
Production, and Reforesting  Iowa (Establishment and
Care of Tree Plantations).  Bringing such information
to the youth of our state should help develop a better
appreciation of tree resources by future Iowa adults.
Another recent effort focused on youth education
involved active participation on the Governor's Arbor
Day Committee.  Forestry extension provided leader-
ship for a major program of this multi-agency commit-
tee entitled "Trees for Schools" program.  Educational
efforts were focused on high schools in the state; the
objectives were to promote resource conservation, to
provide unique opportunities for learning experiences,
and to enhance the beauty and utility of school
grounds through plantings of trees and shrubs.
A portion of the woodland resource in  Iowa
includes the urban or community forests.  Forestry
extension through the development and implementa-
lion of the {'Community Tree Program" has assisted
over 40 communities in more effectively managing
their tree resources. Services provided have included
assistance in the development of goals and objec-
tives, inventory of the existing trees, and development
of planting and maintenance programs to achieve the
communityls objectives.
Proper use of wood in structures is necessary to
more efficiently utilize the forest resource and to
enhance wood's image as a modern construction
material.  Forestry has cooperated with other exten-
sion specialists at Iowa State jn providing educational
opportunities for builders and materials suppliers who
are active in constructing houses and other struc-
tures. Forestry extension has developed a large
number of support materials and has provided
instruction on the proper use of wood to promote
structural  stability, durability,  energy-efficiency,  and
low maintenance at various conferences and short
courses during the past several years.  Educational
programs have also been provided to homeowners;
topics have included energy improvements, home
maintenance, and reducing moisture problems.
During  1986 and  1987, forestry extension cooper-
ated with the Forestry Division,  Iowa Department of
Natural  Resources, to stimulate the formation of the
new Iowa Woodland Owners Association. This
organization of private woodland owners in the state
already has over 300 members and should stimulate
renewed efforts to promote tree planting and im-
proved timber management.  Excellent opportunities
exist for cooperation between this new group and
forestry extension to improve the image of forestry in
Iowa and to promote improved woodland manage-
ment.
Educational programs should periodically be
evaluated by clients to determine benefits derived,
actions generated, and economic values realized.
Mail surveys of those attending  Forestry Field Days
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were conducted during  1985 and during  1987. The
results clearly showed that the majority of those
responding received major benefits and implemented
specific actions to improve their woodlands.  ln
addition, respondents to the 1985 survey estimated
that the average dollar value per person for attending
one or more of these field days was about $500; in
i 987, the average value per woodland owner in-
creased to over Sl ,000. These Forestry Field Days
programs are conducted in cooperation with the Iowa
Department of Natural Resources; this arrangement
is very beneficial since the education can be followed
by field assistance.  Interest in these programs
continues to be strong  after 12 years; efforts will  be
made to increase the number and diversity of such
programs in the years ahead.
The Iowa Cooperative Extension Service recently
completed an  in-depth, grass-roots planning effort to
identify priority programs for the next four years
(1988-1991 ).  Forestry extension will focus most of its
efforts and resources on a major program entitled
{[Natural Resource Mar)agement." Forestry will be
working with allied extension units, state and federal
agencies, and other interested organizations to
achieve very specific target goals: plant 15,000 acres
of land to trees each year; establish at least 200
windbreaks each year; improve woodland manage-
ment on the property of at least 400 landowners each
year; increase membership in the new Iowa Wood-
land Owners Association by 400 per year; and enroll
at least five new schools in the Trees for Schools
program each year.
The Cooperative Extension Service has been
described as an agency for change and a catalyst for
individual and group action.  Forestry extension is
working to reduce the diminution and degradation of
the forest resource in  Iowa. Careful attention is given
to assessing primary educational needs in the state.
Every effort is made to increase the impact of a Small
professional staff by constructive cooperation with
other organizations. We believe that a focused
forestry educational program and the grass-roots
delivery system characteristic of the extension
organization can make a real difference in expanding
and improving tree resource in an agricultural state
like  Iowa.
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FACULTY AND STAFF
Joe  Colletti
Dr.  Colletti,  an  Associate  Professor of  Forestry,
received  his  BS  in  Forestry from  Humboldt State
University,  his  MS  in  Forestry and  PhD  in  Forest
Economics  both from the  University of Wisconsin  in
Madison.
Dr.  Colletti  is  currently  involved  with  five  gradu-
ate  students  with  projects  in  integrating  crop,  live-
stock,  and  forest  production:  a  linear  programming
model  of  farm  resource  allocation;  forestry  activities,
environmental  attitudes,  and  behavior  of  forest  land
owners  in  Iowa;  an  economic analysis of  lowa's
primary  and  secondary wood  using  firms;  and  a joint
project with  Dr.  Hall,  Dr.  Schultz,  Dr.  Mize,  and  F]ich
Faltonson for the Amana Society and  U.S.  Depart-
ment of  Energy  on  short  rotation  intensive  culture  Of
silver  maple.  Along  with  his  research,  he teaches
Forestry  Economics  and  Quantitative  Methods,
Forest  Resource  Management,  several  graduate
courses,  and  he was on the  1987 Summer Camp
staff.
His  hobbies  include  running,  football,  SOftball,
and  computers.
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Dave  Countryman
Dr.  Countryman,  a  Professor of  Forestry,  re-
ceived  his  BS degree  in  Forest Management in  1968
at  lSU.  He went on to the  University of Michigan to
gain  his  PhD  in  Forest  Management  and  Planning.
He worked for the  U.S.  Forest Service for seven
years  before joining  the  lSU  staff  in  1975.
Dr.  Countryman's  research  involves forest  man-
agement techniques.  His classes  include  Forest  Fire
Protection  and  Management,  Forest  Resource  Case
Studies,  and  Forest  F]ecreation  F]esource  Manage-
ment.  His  hobbies  include  hunting,  fishing  and
spending  time  at  home with  his family.
Rich  Faltonson
Rich  Faltonson,  a  Research  Coordinator,  joined
the  lSU  staff  in  1970  as the  manager of the  research
greenhouse.  He obtained  his  BS  degree from  Iowa
State  University.  Before joining  the  staff  he  had
worked for the  U.S.  Forest Service and  Bureau  of
Land   Management.
F]ich's  research  involves the  support of biology
projects  in  the  department,  but  his  main  work
involves  vegetative  propagation,  container culture  of
tree  seedlings,  and  short  rotation  intensive  culture  of
fast growing  species for biomass  energy.  His
classes  include  Urban  Forestry  and  Forest  Nursery
Science.
His favorite  hobby  is  running,  but  he  also  enjoys
cross  country  and  downhill  skiing,  photography,  trav-
eling  the  Western  U.S.,  and  landscape  gardening.
F]ich  is  also a great sporting  event fan  of the  lSU
and Ames  High  School teams.
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Richard B. Hall
Dr.  F]ichard  (Rick)  Hall,  a  Forestry  Professor,  re-
ceived  his  BS from  lSU,  and  he went on to gain  his
PhD  at the  University of Wisconsin  in  Madison.
Dr.  Hall joined  the  ISU  team  in  1974.  Since
joining the  staff  he  has  been  involved  in  genetic  im-
provement  and  intensive  culture  research  for
growing  woody  biomass for  energy.  His  work  in-
volves the  study of Alder,  Populus sp.,  and  Silver
Maple.  He  receives funding  from  the  U.S.  Depart-
ment of  Energy,  F}egional  USDA,  the State,  and  the
Amana Society.  Along  with  his  research,  Dr.  Hall
teaches  Introduction  to  Forestry,  Silviculture,  Forest
Tree  Improvement,  Advanced  Topics  in  Forest
Biology,  and  he  co-teaches Advanced  Forest
Biology  and  Silviculture.
During  his  spare  time,  Dr.  Hall  enjoys jogging,
canoeing,  cross  country  skiing,  hiking,  softball,
watching  various  sports,  and  building  and  flying
model  rockets.
Dr.  Hall  says that this picture  may  be a collectors
item  because  it  is the only  picture of his  new  beard
to date,  and it  may or may not be the last??
Roger Hanna
F]oger  Hanna  is  a  Field  and  Lab Technician  on
the  lsu staff.  He received a BS in forestry, a BS in
Farm  Operations,  and  an  MS  in  Forest  Administra-
tion  and  Management.  All  of these degrees come
from  lSU.
Before joining the  lSU  staff in  1984  Roger was a
commissioned  officer  in the  U.S.  Navy,  a farmer,  an
employee with  Georgia  Pacific Corrugated  Box  Fac-
tory,  and  an  Agricultural  Extension  Specialist with
the omaha  Indian Tribe  in  Nebraska.  His research  is
with  short  rotation  intensive  culture  practices.
Roger  enjoys  fishing,  hunting,  camping,  Photog-
raphy,  volleyball,  and  reading  during  his  spare time.
Ned  B.  Klopfenstein
As a new face on the staff,  his position  iS a
postdoctoral  F]esearch Associate for Sande McNabb
and  Rick Hall.  He received  his BS in  Biology and his
PhD  in  Plant Pathology from  Iowa State.
Dr.  Klopfenstein's  research  involves  Papa/I,s
spp.  tissue culture,  and transformation  aimed  at in-
corporating  novel  genes  encoding  insect and
disease resistance.  He also has interests relating to
vesicular-arbuscular   mycorrhizal.
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E.  R.  Hart
Dr.  Hart,  a  Professor of  Entomology from  the
Department of  Entomology  is  involved  with  the  For-
estry  Department teaching  and  co-teaching  classes.
He  received  his  phD from  Texas A&M  University,
and joined the  lSU  staff  in  1974.  Before joining the
staff he  held the position  as a  postdoctoral  Fellow in
Forest  Entomology  at Texas  A&M.
His  classes  include  Insect  Biology,  Urban  For-
estry,  Forest  Pest  Management  (w/Dr.  McNabb),
Advanced  Forest  Pest  Management  (w/Dr.
McNabb).
During  his  spare  time  he  enjoys  firearms,  restor-
ing  motorcycles,  and when  he gets the chance he
likes  long-distance  high-speed  motorcycle  touring.
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Sande  McNabb
Dr.  McNabb,  a  Professor of  Plant  Pathology and
Forestry,  received  his  BS  in  Botany and  Chemistry
from  Brockport State  University  in  New York.  He
Went On tO  receive  his  MS  in  Forestry and  Plant
Science and  his  PhD  in  Forest Pathology and  plant
Physiology  both from  Yale  University.  He joined the
ISU  staff  in  1953.
Dr.  McNabb  is  currently working  on  research
dealing  with the  nutritional  and  stress  aspects of  in-
tensively  cultured  trees with  Dr.  Hall  and  Dr.  Schultz.
He  is  also  researching  optimizing  outputs from  tree
stands  by  managing  pathogens  and  microsymbi-
onts.  His  classes  include Wood  Deterioration  and
Preservation  and  Forest  Pest  Management.
ln  his free time,  he  enjoys working  with  young
people.
Thomas Hillson
Tom joined the  lSU  staff  in  1977  after  receiving
his  BS and  MS  in  Botany  (Plant Physiology)  at  lSU.
As  a  Lab Supervisor he  is  involved  in the study Of
monoclonal  antibodies  and  tissue  culture  research
to  keep  Biotechnology  Research  strong  in  the  De-
partment.  Tom  is  also  involved  in  developing  meth-
ods for culturing  Acer  and  Quercus  clones.
ln  his  spare  time,  Tom  enjoys  photography,
working  with  computers,  and  growing  orchids  for
pleasure  and  prizes.
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Fred S. Hopkins
Dr.  Fred  Hopkins  is  a professor  in the  Iowa State
Forestry  Department.  He earned  his  BSF,  BBA,  and
MF from  the  University  of  Michigan  and  he  gained
his  PhD from  Syracuse.
He  held  several  positions  before joining  the  lSU
staff  in  1959.  He worked  in  the  College of  Forestry
at syracuse,  at the  University of Vermont,  for True
Temper  Corporation,  and  for the  New  England  For-
estry  Foundation.
Dr.  Hopkins  is  involved  in  production  economics
in  forestry  and  forestry  institution  research.  His
classes  include  Forest  F}esource  Economics,  Forest
Resource  Policy,  and  Orientation  into  Forestry.
when  he finds  some time for his  hobbies  he
likes to travel  and  he  enjoys  many outdoor activities,
music,  theater,  and  reading.
Steven E. Jungst
Dr.  Steven  E.  Jungst,  Department  Chairman  and
Forestry  Professor,  received  his  BS  degree  in  Forest
Management  in  1969,  his  MS  in  1976 and  PhD  in
1978  in  Forest  Biometry all  from  Iowa  State  Univer-
sity.
Before joining  the  lSU  staff  in  1974,  Dr.  Jungst
held  a  summer  internship  with  Weyerhauser Timber
Company,  and  he was a  U.S.  Navy Communications
Technician.  He  is  involved  in  inventory  and  remote
sensing  research  at lSU  as well  as teaching  Ele-
ments of  Forestry  Practice.  Dr.  Jungst  became the
Department Chairman  in  1985.  He took over the
duties  from  Dr.  George  Thomson.
When  he finds some spare time away from  his
duties  he  enjoys  hunting,  fishing,  wood  working,  and
gardening.
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Mom-Lib Kuo
Dr.  Kuo  is an Associate  Professor of  Forestry at
lSU.  He joined  the  staff  in  1980  after  receiving  his
PhD  from  the  University  of  California.  At the  Univer-
sity of California he was an  Assistant Specialist in
the  Forest  Products  Laboratory.
Dr.  Kuo  is  involved  in  wood  surface chemistry
and wood  adhesion  research  here at  lSU.  Along with
this  research,  he teaches  Physical  Properties and
Mechanical  Conversion  of Wood,  Chemical  Conver-
sion  of Wood,  Wood  Deterioration  and  Protection,
and  was a  member of the  1987  summer camp
faculty.  He  is  also  a faculty  advisor to the Student
Chapter of the  FPF]S.
As  an  avid  photography  buff,  Dr.  Kuo fills  his
spare time with  photography  and  making  his own
videos.  Just ask anyone who attended  1987  Sum-
mer  Camp.  He  produced  a  masterpiece  highlight
film.
FIoyd a. Manwiller
Dr.  Manwiller,  a  Professor of  Forestry,  received
his  BS  in  1961  and  his  PhD  in  1966,  both from  lSU.
Before joining  the  lSU  staff  in  1978,  Dr.  Manwiller
was working for the  U.S.  Forest Service at the
Southern  Forest  Expirement Station  in  Pineville,
Louisiana  from   1966-1978.
Dr.  Manwiller  is  involved  in  wood  anatomy  and
quality  research  at  lSU.  His classes  include Wood
Properties  and  Products,  Wood  Identification,  Wood
Composite  Products,  Wood-Liquid  Relations,  and
Formation  of Wood.  He  is also  involved with  the  lSU
Student Chapter of FPRS as a faculty advisor.
During  his  spare time  Dr.  Manwiller  enjoys
woodworking,  and  during  the  basketball  season  he
is an  avid fan  of the  mighty Cyclones.
(L to  F?):  Sheila  Leery,  Undergraduate  Advising  Secretary;  F3ose  Turner,
Depertment  Head  Secretary;  and  Diane  Boyington,  Gradauate Secretary
and  F]eceptionist
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Carl W. Mize
Dr.  Mize  is  an  Associate  Professor  in the  Depart-
ment.  He  received  his  PhD  in the College of  Environ-
mental  Science  and  Forestry from  Syracuse.  Before
joining  the staff in  1977  he  held  a job  as  a chemist.
Dr.  Mize  is  involved  in  the  application  of  basic
mensuration  to  help  solve  certain  Iowa forestry
related  problems,  and  he  also works with the design
and  analysis of expirements.  His classes this year
include  Forest  Mensuration,  Forest  F}esource  Inven-
tory and  Models,  Dynamics of  Forest Stands,  and  he
will  be  on  the  summer camp faculty for  1988.
ln  his  spare time  he  enjoys  Ballroom  and  Latin
dancing,  the  Chinese  game called  GO,  backpacking,
playing  volleyball,  and  coaching  kids  in  the  sport of
soccer.  He  comments,  l{l've  been  here  long  enough
to  still  not  like the  weather."
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Dean F]. Prestemon
Dr.  Prestemon,  a  Professor of  Forestry and  an
Extension  Forester,  received  his  BS  in  Forestry from
lSU,  his  MS  in  Wood Technology from the  university
of  Minnesota,  and  his  PhD  in  Forestry^^/ood  Sci-
ence from  the  University  of  California.
Dr.  Prestemon joined  the  staff  in  l965  after
working for the  Douglas  Fir  Plywood  Association  in
Tacoma,  Washington,  the  National  Lumber  Manu-
facturers  Association  in  San  Francisco,  California,
and  the  California  Forest  Products  Laboratory  in
F]ichmond,  California.  He  is  currently  involved  in  a
team  research  effort  related  to  housing  and  energy
in  Iowa.  His classes include  use of wood  in  con-
struction,  and  Forestry Seminar.  He  spends  75o/o of
his time  on  extension  activities.  His  primary  empha-
sis  is on the proper use of wood  structures  including
energy  efficiency,  durability,  and  maintenance.  Dr.
Prestemon  is  also  involved  in  forestry field  days,
radio  and  television  programs,  publishing  a  newslet-
ter,  and  a variety of other tasks.
Richard  Schultz
Dr.  Schultz,  a  Professor of  Forestry,  received  his
BS  in  Forest  Management,  his  MS  in  Forest  Biology,
and  his  PhD  in  Forest  Biology all from  Iowa State.
Dr.  Schultz  is  involved  in  many  research  proj-
ects.  These  include the  study  of  increasing  nursery
seedling  production  and  the  study  of  nutritional  and
stress aspects of intensively cultured trees.  He  is the
coordinator  of  a  multi-state  hardwood  nursery
cooperative  that  involves the  states  of  Iowa,  Illinois,
Indiana,  Ohio,  and  Missouri.  Along  with  his  research,
he  teaches  Silviculture,  Forest  Hydrology  and
Influences,  Advanced  Forest  Biology  and  Silvicul-
ture,  Forest  Planting  Stock  and  Establishment,  Tree
Growth  and  Development,  and  he was  part Of the
1987  Summer  Camp  staff.
During  his spare time  he  likes tO  spend time With
his wife  and  four  children.
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George W. Thomson
Dr.  Thomson,  a  Professor of  Forestry,  received
his BS  in  Forestry  in  1943,  his  MS  in  Plant  Physiol-
ogy  in  1948,  and  his  PhD  in  Soils  and  Silviculture  in
1955.
After he graduated with  his  BS he served 3
years  in  the Army during  VVWll.  He then  went on to
graduate  school,  and  he joined  our  staff  in  1948.  He
is  involved  in  land  use,  mensuration,  and  photo  in-
ventory  research.  His classes  include  Range  Man-
agement,  Natural  Flesources  Photogrametry,  Photo-
Interpretation,  and  Introduction  to  Forest  Practices.
with  all  of  his  dut`ies  he  still  fclnds time to  be the
summer job  coordinator,  organizer of the Arts
Lottery,  and  many  other  responsibilities that  he  has
obtained  over  his 40  years on the  lSU  staff.  ln  his
spare  time,  Dr.  Thomson  enjoys  travel,  phOtOgra-
phy,  and  gardening.
Dr.  Thomson  says,  "This finishes  my  40th  year
as  a faculty  member at  lSU.  I  retire June 30,1988."
We will  all  miss him  in the  Department,  and we
extend  our thanks to  him for everything  he  has given
us over the years.
Paul Wray
Dr.  Paul  Wray,  a  Professor of  Forestry,  received
his  B.S.  in  Forest  Management  in  1968,  and  his
Ph.D.  in  Forest  Biology from  lSU  in  1974.  After
graduation,  he  served  as  an  Assistant  Professor  in
the  forestry  department  at  Virginia  Polytechnic
Institute.  ln  1975,  he  returned  to  the  forestry  depart-
ment at  lSU  as an Assistant Professor.
Dr.  Wray  is  an  extension  forester working
primarily  in  the  area  of  small  woodlot  management.
He  also  helps to teach  Management of Small  Forest
Properties.  When  he finds time,  he  enjoys fishing,
wood  working,  and  spending  time with  his family.
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CLUBS AND
ACTIVITIES
THE LARSEN MEMORIAL ARTS LOTTERY
A TWELVE YEAR LOOK
-George W. Thomson
Professor of Forestry
lt was probably a life-time's frustration at having
no musical talent at all that prompted the expenditure
of a mere $60.00 for the starting of the gratifyingly
successful  Forestry "Lottery."
Simply stated, the mechanics of the Lottery is no
more complex than the buying of a pair of tickets to a
dozen or so moderately high-class performances from
the many excellent events that come to the lSU
Center each year. Any Forestry student is allowed to
sign up for whatever event seems interesting, or
prestige-establishing, or so expensive or renowned
that "it must be good." A week before the event a
winner is drawn, as well as an alternate, and a pair of
tickets is made available -with the unnecessary
admonition that the tickets must be handed to the
alternate,  rather than to a roommate, if attendance is
impossible.
Periodic inquiry has suggested that the activity has
been a success but the unanswered question, of
particular interest to me -the instigator -and to the
Larsen  heirs -the donors since the death of Dr. J. A.
Larsen on January 4,1977 -is:  Has this exposure to
the performing arts been "educational," broadening,
and a stimulus to a new world of enjoyment? A
second question should ask if the program is still
worth funding.
Perhaps it isn't appropriate to attempt quantifica-
tion of such an  intangible concept as cultural en-
hancement but this is my last year to be involved with
this somewhat unusual venture and  my affection for
progress reports continues unabated.  I will  risk the
tabulation that follows:
lt is gratifying to see that the Fund has provided
more than 400 tickets (two to each winner after the
first trial year)  although at a cost well in excess of
$2,500.00.
While the number of students signing up for a
chance to attend these selected events has dropped
off, the average sign-up for each event is not appre-
ciably different than it was at the start. The apparent
slight decline disappears when we look at the de-
crease in  Forestry student enrollment. Actually,  it is a
pleasant surprise to calculate the ratio of the average
sign-up in respect to student body enrollment for
there is now a higher rare of participation than there
was in the early years of the Lottery.
The question that now seems worth asking
formally is, "Has the Lottery been a good idea?" To
get at this matter I sent a short questionnaire to fifty
rather diverse past winners. While the number of
responses (19) hardly overwhelmed me, the answers
resoundingly confirmed the concept of supporting an
appreciation of the performing arts and unanimously
encouraged continuance of the program.
The major comment was that it would be nice to
have more winners per event as it gets discouraging
Student  Participation  in  the  Larsen  Arts  Lottery  1976 -1988
Number  of  Participants       Number  of                      Average  Sign-up         Total   Forestry
Year                                   in  Lottery  Sign-up                   Events                               for  Each  Event              Enrollment
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-8O
1980-81
1981   -82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985  -86
1986  -87
1987  -88  (Partial)
Total
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to continually sign-up without winning. This is pre-
cisely my attitude toward the  Iowa Lottery!
The questionnaire searched for general rather
than quantitative answers so it is inappropriate to
make many specific interpretations of the responses.
Perhaps worth noting is the fact that 7 out of 19
respondents were actually stimulated to continue
attending "cultural" events because of the initial
prodding provided by accessibility of free tickets. The
other i 2 did not need the prodding because they Were
already interested in theater, concerts and perform-
ances of this sort.  ln the end  it has been the written
comments of these responding students and alumni
that are most interesting and helpful.
The following, largely unedited, comments speak
for themselves.
ffl was a winner of tickets once but,  I
believe, a winner many times over
from the exposure to something new
and different. The combination of
education with extracurricular activi-
ties, whether it be cultural programs
or social activities will produce the
well-rounded people that can make
the move to the treal world' with
ease."
ffl  have always felt that this is a worth-
while program -especially for the
individual who has an appreciation for
this sort of thing,  but not the money.
Moreover,  for the first timer,  I think it
would prompt future attendance."
t[The lottery gave me an opportunity
to stretch a limited budget."
"Many students that I talked to have
more interest in the happenings at
the lSU Center after being exposed
to it by the Lottery...and  made  use of
the G.S.B. funded   free tickets at
curtain time to attend other events."
"I  have always been interested in the
Arts - probably because of my
Mother's background. The Lottery did
accomplish the task of getting me to
the opera (La Traviata) earlier than  I
anticipated and I am very apprecia-
tive of that.  And yes,  I was very
skeptical before the curtain went up
on that particular event.  However,
since then  in  my 7 years in Ames I
probably attended 20 events in
Stephens,  Fisher and Hilton ranging
from piano recitals to musicals to rock
concerts. The quality and quantity of
productions presented at the Center
make it a sin  not to utilize the facili-
ties."
"I strongly encourage everyone to
sign  up for the Larsen Arts Lottery -
even  if they don't think they'll  like  it.
Believe me, their attitude will  make a
complete turn around."
{'l  hope the Larsen Arts Lottery
continues and that students are
encouraged to attend lSU concerts
because of the tickets although  I
doubt that attending one concert
suddenly makes the student thirst to
soak up more music/arts after leaving
lSU."
"As a student from a developing
country I wanted to attend as many
performances as possible. This is
good especially for foreign students
from 3rd World as they will get a new,
fresh, cultural shock. The tickets
gave me a new vision about USA and
your educational system."
"I was  initially skeptical the first time.
The second time I was inclined
towards the Arts."
"The unusual event I attended was
rather deep and intense. Thus I came
away willing to experiment because
nothing could ever be that deep
again."
[The Larsen Arts Lottery was my first
exposure to the performing arts at
college, and  I was hooked.  I  have
fallen asleep at some and applauded
until  my hands  hurt at others.  lf  I  add
up all the concerts and musicals
attended over the past years it is
shocking to realize the amount of
money spent because of one free
ticket back in school."
"I  know that whenever a new lottery
was posted everyone would quickly
check it out to see if they were
interested in it or not, and then add
their names to the list because it
seemed that each of the events was
something that he or she wanted to
see.  I think that people also signed
up because they didn't want to think
that foresters were uncultured. They
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were proud that the Forestry Depart-
ment has such a rare thing as the
Lottery and they wanted it to con-
tinue."
"Being an  Illinois boy,  I  have always
been a patron of the Arts!"
"My main thoughts here are that I
didn't appreciate the opportunity to
attend concerts or similar events
through the  Lottery until  after  I  left
lSU for the [uncultured' wilds of
Wyoming,  North and South  Dakota.  lf
it were not for the Arts Lottery tickets
that I won,  I wouldn't really have
attended much of anything while at
lSU. While I wasn't clever enough to
realize what I was missing  maybe
other people, by winning a ticket and
attending an event they otherwise
would not have, will realize the
excellent opportunities offered and
then attend other events."
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The generosity of the Larsen family has obviously
done more than memorialize Iowa State's long-time
faculty member, Julius Ansgar (Skipper)  Larsen.
Broadening the mind and the "civilizing" of forestry
students were two of Dr.  Larsenls basic tenets.  lt is
well for foresters to remember that Skipper was an
educated scholar who whole-heartedly loved all of the
manifestations of nature and developed his philoso-
phy of life from that love.
One can scarcely read his early poem, that he
called his "first", without seeing why he could so
readily have an effect on me and hundreds of other
sim"arly uncultured foresters.
The Forester
Ask not ease or wealth or wine
or humans to adore thee,
But the friendship of the hills
And the trail before thee.
Seek not idle merriment,
Fame or praise or glory,
But a will to which are bent
The tasks that lie before thee.
ln the eleven short years since J. A.  Larsen's
death his presence is still felt and his influence
continues.
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FROM  IOWA TO MONTANA AND  BACK AGAIN
FORESTRY CAMP -1987
by Joe P. Colletti
Camp Director
The 1987 Forestry Camp was held from June 27
through August 5,  1987 at the Lubrecht Experimental
Forest, Greenough, Montana. The late start was due
to another group slated to use the Lubrecht for the
first three weeks in June.  ISU foresters have used
this University of Montana facility several times over
the 73 years of forestry camp. This year, as in past
years the students and staff enjoyed the hospitality of
the staff and natural resources professionals who
helped with tours or field exercises. The success of
the camp was due largely to three factors:  1 ) a great
bunch of students eager to learn and willing to endure
our high expectations, 2) exceptional support and aid
from the Lubrecht staff of Mr.  Hank Goetz, Manager,
Mr.  Frank Maas, Assistant Manager, and Dr.  Robert
(Bob)  Pfister,  Project Director of the Mission Oriented
Research Project (MOF]P), and 3) a dedicated,
enthusiastic staff consisting of Dr.  Richard (Dick)
Schultz,  Dr.  Monlin  Kuo and  myself.
There have been some significant improvements
in the facilities at Lubrecht since we were last there in
1982. The cook house was completely remodeled
including new food preparation equipment and
plumbing. There is a new heated shower and bath-
room facility and a large,  beautifully styled multiple-
purpose building where we held lectures and laborato-
ries and the students studied. Hank,  Frank and Bob
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are housed in this building which includes a wet and
dry lab, a large classroom, a private conference room,
a computer room, three offices, and a large display
area. The entire building is heated by a wood fueled
boiler unit, All three men are to be applauded for
making the Lubrecht an excellent educational facility
for groups like us to come to.
There were 24 forestry students in attendance;  19
men and 5 women. We also had at least 20 camp
dogs roaming camp (it seemed that way anyhow) at
any given moment and near the end of camp there
was even a cattle drive through the central camp area
(cowboys drove several herds of cows through camp
to get to the next range allotment).
The weather was typical of western Montana
during the summer -beautiful,  relatively dry, no
mosquitoes and warm, but not hot like the 22 straight
days above 90 back in  Iowa.  I am happy to report that
we did not cause one fire in the camp nor in the
surrounding area (at least that I was aware of,..). This
despite that extreme fire conditions which existed
towards the end of camp. The small log home sawmill
on the Ninemile Prairie north of Lubrecht and about
500 acres burned and there was a fire, put out by
helicopter,  back up in the Lubrecht forest.
Our camp cook was a newcomer to our forestry
group, Mrs.  Donna Zimmerman. Donna was asked to
cook for us after Mrs.  Laura Shilling, our past camp
cook, had a mild heart attack and could not attend.
We missed Laura and can report that she is on the
mend, though several other ailments have occurred
since her heart attack.  Donna is a local resident, born
and raised in the Ninemile Prairie and Potomac Valley
area.  Donna was not only an excellent camp cook
(she made huckleberry pancakes from locally picked
berries and huge cinnamon rolls), but she helped the
students with many personal things like arranging to
ride horses, or have Les (her husband) fix their cars,
and so on.  Donna, also helped  Dick,  Monlin and  me
with  local contacts and filled us in on what was
happening forestry-wise in the surrounding area
because Les had worked for Champion International
in the woods for over 30 years. Donna's good cooking
and friendly nature helped to make the camp enjoy-
able for all and my job much easier.
Now to the activities of the educational  program
itself.  Dick Schultz taught the Forest Biology course
(For.  201 ).  Dick once again did an excellent job of
teaching the forest ecology of the Northern  F]ocky
Mountain  Region.  ln  my opinion,  his innovative style,
hard work, knowledge and enthusiasm makes him our
best teacher.  He was joined for a week by Dr. Jon
Sandor tioint Forestry/Agronomy,  lSU), affectionately
known as "Dirt Man". Together they led the entire
class through the geology and soils of the area. They
combed peak tops and braved wild rivers in search of
classical examples of hydrology and {[dirtology". Once
again, Jon added tremendously to the forest biology
component of camp.
Monlin taught Wood  Utilization  (For.  202).  He did a
splendid job in introducing students to wood science
and technology.  Monlin led the troops to most of the
operating wood product mills in the Missoula area.  He
set up an informative sawmilling exercise using the
portable dimension sawmill on the Lubrecht, and took
us to the field for tours of logging shows and  manage-
ment units of the State Division of Forestry and the
Plum Creek Timber Company.
I taught Forest Measurements  (For.  203). We got
to  know well  Section  14,  R  15 W,  T  13  N,  M.P.M.  for
it was there that we did our closed boundary traverse,
timber typing, contour mapping, learned timber and
resource measurement techniques with fixed and
variable radius plots and did our timber cruise exer-
cise. The students probably never want to see or
discuss Section  14, again.
All three of us combined to teach the Multiple Use
Operations course (For. 204). We had four major day
long,  integrated field exercises for the students. The
first one was an introductory exercise to demonstrate
to the students their observational and decision
making  skills by requiring them on the first day to
measure various forest components (species, tree
height, age, etc.) and to answer questions posed by
each faculty member. The crews evaluated a number
of sites for several hours.  Each crew then presented a
verbal summary of all answers and analyses.  lt was a
good way to start camp because it integrated many of
the objectives that each of us was going to present in
the various courses and it gave the students a
reference point of their knowledge and abilities for
later comparison.
Next, we did a combined stem analysis and woody
biomass exercise. The objective of this exercise was
to demonstrate just how much biomass was in the
various parts of a tree,  how a tree grows, what it's
wood characteristics are, and how many nutrients are
tied up in a tree,  removed from the site during  harvest
and left on the site to be recycled. To accomplish this
exercise trees were felled, subsamples of branches
and needles removed and disks from the stem were
removed at given  intervals.  'n addition to these
activities, we completed an  intensive sampling of a
recently logged site. At the site, we measured solid
wood residue, ground disturbance, soil erosion,
seedling regeneration, and damage to the seed trees.
We all  had fun plucking needles,  using the chainsaw
and hauling biomass debris. The activity again
demonstrated that coursework should and can be
effectively integrated into practical projects.
The third integrated project we did was to hold a
simulated Forest Service hearing on the proposed
expansion of wilderness lands on the Flathead
National  Forest. This was held after we had visited
most of the private, state and federal land manage-
ment organizations on our schedule.  Each student
was assigned the role of a person from a particular
interest group. These roles were presented in a
packed hearing room complete with a sobbing,
pregnant logger's wife,  irate loggers, wildlife biolo-
gists, hunters and others, and two live video cameras.
lt was an excellent way to present the issues and
concerns and to demonstrate the emotions that can
be generated by controversial forest management
decisions.  lt also showed that professional forester
must be prepared to listen,  interact and deal with the
"publics".
The final day-long, integrated project that we did in
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a site and make management recommendations. This
time we required and expected more, but the students
found it easy to come up with more. The exercise
clearly showed them what they had learned in the
brief,  six week period.
We worked hard to integrate our coursework.
Whene\Jer POSSible all  Staff members Went On  all trips
to outside agencies to lend  in  interpretation back at
camp. We usually spent time after each trip to
discuss the  ramifications of the visit.
ln addition to these four exercises, we had a two
day tour in Glacier National  Park and on the Flathead
National  Forest which was fun, exciting and snowy (in
mid-July). Toward the end of camp we took the entire
group into the Mission Mountains Wilderness Area for
a day-long  hike with  informal discussions on wilder-
ness flora, fauna and people management. Seven
students and two faculty spent the night and hiked out
the next day. Also, we had great tours and field
exercises with the State Wildlife  Division and the
Forestry Division. The support from the various
natural resource professionals was excellent, espe-
cially from  Brian  Long  (lSU  1975)  and the foresters at
the Sperry Grade and Clearwater Ranger Stations of
the State Forestry Division.
The i 987 Forestry Summer Camp was a very
good camp. We all learned a lot of new things,  not
only about forestry, but also about ourselves.  lt is
always an interesting and enjoyable experience to live
together under less than "plush" conditions with
students and families. The camaraderie that develops
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on roof (L to  F3):  Bryce Duncan,  Marty Van  Maanen; Middle Row (L to F3): Amat Obong,  Scott Davis,  Ahmad  Matusln, Steve AIbright,  Nancy
shorma, Brad Karlovec, Doug Webb,  F3ob Seyler, Nick Beelman,  F3ob Hilken, Shannon Baughman, Scott Vavrinek, Steve Oswalt; Front F3ow (L
to F3): Dr. Kuo, JT McCubbin, Carla Duncan,  Dewayne Thornburgh,  Bob Bardon,  Leslie Herzog, Michelle Heiker, Sandy Boldt, Jeff   F3oe, Mike
Capek,  Donna Zimmerman  (cook),  Dr.  CoIIetti,  and  Dr.  Schultz.
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Forestry Graduate Student Association
by Jason W. Morrison
"After a few weeks of graduate school,  many
students think that they are not intelligent enough to
continue, and some feel so stupid that they wonder
how they got their Bachelor's degree." That quote
from Alan N. Schoonmaker's, A Sit,dent Surv,tva/
Manual or How to get an Education Despite it All, 'ls
one of the most well known among graduate students
at Iowa State University.  lt was written over seven-
teen years ago and still holds true today.
One of the reasons for such insecurities may be
that as undergraduates we dealt almost exclusively
with  memorization of well known facts. Then  upon
entering graduate school we find that neither the
questions nor the answers are as simple or as well
understood as we would like.  lt's not so much a case
of finding the missing piece to a puzzle. The pieces
are all there, it's just that there are several thousand
puzzles in the same box. Such is the world of re-
search.
Aside from the research and the desire to further
their education, there are few common bonds be-
tween graduate students. There are seventeen
graduate students in the Department of Forestry.
Some have families, some are active in student
organizations, some conduct research in biology, and
others in economics. Yet there is one organization
common to all, the Forestry Graduate Student
Association  (F.G.S.A.).
The F.G.S.A sponsors seminars and social
activities for the students and the faculty.  Most
recently, the F.G.S.A.  helped sponsor a seminar by
Alwyn Gentry on tropical deforestation.  Events such
as this provide a forum for discussion and an ex-
change of ideas, helping each person become a little
more aware of what is going on around him/her.
As a registered campus organization, the F.G.S.A.
qualifies for funding from the Graduate Student
Senate. With these funds and dues collected from
each member, the F.G.S.A.  makes a yearly purchase
of books which are placed in the departmental
Reading Room. There are texts on soil conservation,
wildlife management, silviculture, plant physiology,
forest economics, and a variety of other topics.
Because there is no other source of funds for book
purchases, with the exception of an occasional
donation, the F.G.S.A.  plays an  important role in
keeping the facility stocked with new material.
As with any organization, the success of the
F.G.S.A. depends on  input from the members. The
diversity of backgrounds of the students involved in
the F.G.S.A. ensures a unique perspective on every
project.
Mahboob Ansari came to I.S.U. from  Hyderabad,
Pakistan in August 1986.  He received undergraduate
degrees in  Forestry and Chemistry and an M.S.E.  in
Analytical  Chemistry from the  University of Sind  in
Pakistan.  He is studying incentive programs for
reforestation by landowners in Pakistan under the
supervision of Dr. Joe Colletti.
Kwan Choi came to I.S.U. from Seoul, Korea
after receiving  his B.S. from  Korea  University in  1983.
Kwan is working toward a Ph.D.  studying the effects
of congestion on user satisfaction in recreational
forest areas.
Jianbang Can came to I.S.U.  in August 1986
from  Fuzhou,  Fujian,  Peoples Republic of China.  He
received his Bachelor's degree from the Fujian
Forestry College and is working on his M.S.  in  Forest
Economics and Marketing with a special interest in
quantitative methods of analysis. Jianbang plans to
continue in a Ph.D. program under the direction of Dr.
Joe Colletti.
Edgar Gutierrez is from San Jose, Costa Rica.
He has a B.S.  in Statistics from the University of
Costa Rica and received an  M.S. from  I.S.U.  in  1984.
He returned to I.S.U.  in January 1988 and is now
working on  his  Ph.D.  under the supervision of Dr.  Carl
Mize.  Edgar is trying to evaluate forest site quality
using differential equations.
Tom Hasvold received a Bachelor's degree in
Forestry and Sociology from the University of Colo-
rado before coming to  Iowa State in  1986.  He is
originally from Cambridge, Wisconsin.  Under the
direction of Dr. Joe Colletti, Tom is studying the uses
of wood products by farmers in Costa Rica.
Ninghe Hu came to  I.S.U. from  Nanjing,  Peoples
Republic of China where she got her Bachelor's
degree in  Forestry from the Nanjing  Forestry Univer-
sity.  She arrived at Iowa State in the  Fall  1986 and
began her graduate work in the Department of
Forestry in  1987.  Under the supervision of Dr.  Mon
Lin  Kuo, she is doing  microscopic research of fungal
deterioration of wood for her M.S..
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John  Kean  came to  I.S.U.  from  Elmhurst,  Illinois
in  1971.  He has received his Bachelor's degree in
Forestry and is working on  his M.S.,  under the
direction of Dr.  Richard Schultz. John  is studying  root
distribution in green ash and poplar seedlings used in
land reclamation.
steve Kolison received his undergraduate degree
from the  university of Liberia before coming tO  I.S.U.
from  Harbel,  Liberia in  1984.  He received  his M.S.
and  is  now working on  his  Ph.D. with  Dr. Joe Colletti.
Steve is analyzing the economics of lowa'S timber-
based economy.
Priscilla Licht, a native of New Ulm,  Minnesota,
received  her B.S.  in  Forestry from  I.S.U.  in  1982.  She
began her graduate program in January 1985.
Priscilla is studying the root morphology of container-
ized and bare root conifer seedlings under the super-
vision of  Dr.  Richard Schultz.
Jing  Liu came to  I.S.U. from Shanghai,  Peoples
F]epublic of China in August 1986. Jing  Liu  received
his undergraduate degree from the Nanjing Forestry
University.  He  is working with  Dr.  Mon  Lin  Kuo in de-
termining the influence of board construction on the
properties of flakeboard from silver maple.
flick Meilan  is a Ph.D.  student from Quincy,  Cali-
fornia working with cytokinin hormones in red pine
under the supervision of Dr.  Richard Schultz.  He
received his B.S. and M.S. from  Humboldt State
University in Arcata,  California.  Rick came to Iowa
State University in January 1985 and is serving as
F.G.S.A.  President.
Jason Morrison transferred to I.S.U.  in June
1985 as part of a cooperative program between  I.S.U.
and  Iowa Wesleyan College in  Mt.  Pleasant,  Iowa.  He
received his Bachelor's degree in  Biology and in
Forestry from  I.W.C.  in  May  1986.  Jason  is from
Columbus Junction, +owa and is currently studying
vegetative propagation of silver maple for his M.S.
under the supervision of  Dr.  F3ichard  Hall,  and is the
SecretaryITreasurer of the  F.G.S.A..
Patricia Negreros came to Iowa State from
Tehuacan,  Puebla Mexico after receiving a B.S. from
Puebla  University,  and  an  M.S.  from  I.N.E.F}.E.B.  in
Xalapa, Verecruz Mexico. She came to  I.S.U.  in  1987
and is studying natural regeneration in tropical forests
under the supervision of Dr.  F]ichard  Hall.
Risper Nyongo received a B.S.  in  Forestry from
the University of Nairobi,  Kenya before coming to
I.S.U.  in the  Fall  l985.  She received  her M.S.  in  1987
and is working in tree genetics and tree improvement
for her Ph.D.  under the direction of Dr.  Richard  Hall.
F]isper is from  Eldoret,  Kenya.
Jeff  Regula came to  I.S.U. from  Millstdat,  Illinois
after receiving a Bachelor's degree in Forestry from
Southern  Illinois University.  He is working on  his
Ph.D.  under the supervision of Dr. Joe Colletti,
studying the attitudes of private forest owners regard-
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ing forest lands. Jeff is the F.G.S.A.  F]epresentitive to
the Graduate Student Senate.
Sung Ho Son came to  I.S.U. January  1988 from
Koyebin,  Korea.  He received his Bachelor's and
Masters degrees in Forestry from Kyungpook Na-
tional  University.  Under the direction of Dr.  Richard
Hall, Sung is working with tissue culture techniques,
for his second M.S.
Jam Thompson, a native of Okemos,  Michigan,
joined the Department of Forestry in  i 987 after
receiving a Bachelor's degree in  Forestry from
Michigan Technical  University,  and an  M.S.  in Agron-
omy from  I.S.U.  She is currently working with  root
development of transplanted red oak seedlings under
the direction of Dr.  Richard Schultz.
FORESTRY CLUB  1987-1988
The numbers of forestry majors has been declining
in recent years.  One impact of this decline is reflected
in the numbers of people in the Forestry Club;  how-
ever,  persons active in club affairs have input enough
effort to pull off an extremely successful season.
ln addition to reduced club membership,  many
prominent forestry figures graduated in the past year.
Those people who were running the club when and
since I entered the department just up and graduated
and left for bigger and better things. The input from
those [{old-timers" will  be remembered  in the halls of
Bessey for many years.
The shoes of graduates were promptly filled:
primarily by the 1987 Montana summer-campers. As
early as summer camp, a group of [[happy-campers"
saw the need to attract as many forestry majors to the
club as possible. They wrote letters of welcome to
persons entering the department in the fall and invited
them to join the club. The "happy-campers" continued
their efforts back in school by being enthusiastic and
helpful to new students to extend the sense of
camaraderie m-any past foresters haven't realized
until their summer camps.
Forestry Club officers,  in conjunction with those
from  F.P.R.S.  and S.A.F.,  spoke with freshmen
classes and organized the fall Forestry Welcome
Picnic shortly after the start of the academic year.
The picnic turned out to be a major success for all
who got involved.
As Club president,  I was very fortunate to have a
hard-working behind-the-scenes cabinet. Bryce
Duncan, vice-president, and Brad Karlovek, treasurer,
were especially helpful in keeping the club organized
and running smooth. Club advisors,  F}ick Hall and Joe
Colletti, and the departmental staff in general, were
actively involved in making the year a success for the
Forestry Club. Their assistance in preparing signs and
memos, announcing activities in classes, general
enthusiasm, and participation in club events has been
appreciated by the club.
The club sold promotional  items throughout the
year, primarily to department personnel who wished
to express their Forestry Department pride. Jackets,
sweatshirts, and T-shins sold by the club, along with
the  F.P.R.S.  belt buckles and S.A.F.  hats,  all featur-
ing  Iowa State Forestry insignia, composed the "in"
fashion on second floor of Bessey.
The extra labor involved in establishing the
Forestry Club's Christmas tree plantation required
considerable time again this year.  Plantation man-
ager,  Brian Sterbenz, and crews of hard-core forest-
ers were able to complete most plantation operations
on schedule. Once again, the Forestry 302 class
helped with planting, taking a load off the club. The
work load at the plantation should settle down by the
time the plantation is in full  production.
ln conjunction with plantation crews, fuelwood
crews were able to cut several cords of wood off the
plantation  in  preparation for spring planting.  Keith
Mousel, fuelwood chairman, was able to sell another
several cords of seasoned fuelwood to help finance
plantation establishment.  Mark Burns organized a
program given by Lee McMillen to promote safety
with the club's chainsaws and equipment.
Christmas tree sales gave the club's declining
monetary base the needed boost to continue the
club's long-term Christmas tree business,  Inspired by
the dedication of Christmas tree chair, Bryce Duncan,
and the spark of a new forestry student,  F]yan F]eich-
enbacker, club members faced the cold and end-of-
semester pressures and sold all of the trees. Christ-
mas tree sellers were rewarded with a dinner early in
the spring semester.
Leslie Herzog and Scott Davis put a lot of time and
effort into organizing the Ames Forester throughout
the academic year. They set high standards on
themselves and deserve the credit for the high quality
of this year's annual. They were assisted by the many
people whose articles appear on these pages.
Another person who set high goals and had them
pay off was this year's Game Banquet chairman,
Martin Van Maanen. The Wild Game Banquet was a
big success and an excellent way for the club to pat
itself on the back for an extremely successful year. A
good meal was offered, student leaders were recog-
nized, and awards were presented to many outstand-
ing foresters.
Once again the club made a VEISHEA display to
expose the public to forestry.  Nancy Shorma headed
the planning and preparations of the display through-
out the spring semester. Seedlings grown by the
Forestry 505 classes were given away as part of the
club's attempts to promote forestry in  Iowa.
Throughout the year, the club was entertained with
pizza parties,  movie nights, and friendly games of
softball. Several faculty members invited club mem-
bers over for fffireside" meals.  A "joint-fireside" was
offered by last summer camp's directors with slide
shows and videos of their adventures. Guest speak-
ers were invited to club meetings for the entertain-
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FALL  FOF=ESTF=Y  WELCOME
PICNIC
ment as well as the educational aspects. All club
activities in general were made as entertaining as
possible to make club membership a fun experience.
I can't mention all of the names of the people who
contributed to the super year in  Forestry Club. The
success of the club strengthens the one observation
that sticks out in  my forestry career: of all the re-
sources involved in the Forestry profession, the most
valuable, and consequently, the one that all manage-
ment is based on  is PEOPLE.  l've had a good time in
the club these past few years and as I graduate,  I can
truly say,  ['l'm  glad  I  got  involved."
-Jerry J.  Flemming,
Forestry Club President
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Softball,  volleyball,  brats  and  burgers  -it just
doesn't get  much  better than that.  Top  it off with  a
fine  mixture  of  forestry  undergraduates,  grad
students,  faculty and  staff on  a sunny autumn
afternoon  in  Brookside  Park and you  got the  mak-
ings for a good time.  What better way to kick off the
academic year than to  mix  and  mingle,  welcome
new students,  eat a good  meal,  and take part  in
some  friendly  competition.
The  1987  Fall  Forestry Welcome  Picnic was
sponsored  by the  Forest  Products  F]esearch  Soci-
ety, the  student chapter of the Society of American
Foresters,  and  the  Forestry  CIub.  Officers  from  the
various  clubs  organized  the  event  shortly  after
classes commenced.  Food was prepared for a
targeted  sixty  persons:  Fifty-nine  turned  out  -  not
bad  planning,  eh? The food  was prepared  by the
clubs' finest chefs  and  consumed  as fast as  it came
off  the  grill.
Many  hard-core  foresters  engaged  themselves
in  a  softball  game while others  rolled  in the  sand  of
the  volleyball  court.  Others  pitched  horseshoes,
tossed  frisbees,  or just sat  in  the  sun  reminiscing
summer camp or seasonal jobs. There was a large
turnout of  1987  summer campers as well  as the
faithful  'told-timers" who  always  show  up for free
food.  New  students were welcomed  into the depart-
ment and  exposed to the  comradeship offered  by
the department.  The  picnic was  an  overall  success.
Everyone had  a good time,  a full  stomach,  and the
semester was officially  kicked  off on  a  good  note.
-Jerry J.  Flemming
Front row  (L-F3):  Michelle  Heiker, Jeff  Roe,  Jerry  FIemmlng,
Keith  MouseI,  Sharon  Hover,  Darla Forbes,  Middle  row (L-F3):
Mike Capek, Carla Duncan, Kristen Weber, Bred Karlovec,
Bryce Duncan,  Nalncy Shorma,  Back  row (L-R): Tom
Huegerich,  John  Fish,  Brian Sterbenz,  Mark Burns,  Marty
Van Maanen, and F3yan F3ichenbacher
FPF]S
The 1987-1988 school year proved to be fulfilling
and rewarding for the lSU Student Chapter of the
Forest Products  F]esearch Society.  Now in its sixth
year, the chapter was kept busy with a variety of
activities such as club meetings, the freshman
welcome,  mill tours, and as host of the FPRS Mid-
west Section Meeting. We also enjoyed the addition
of a good group of new members to the chapter.
The students participated in a tour of the Bacon
Veneer Mill  in  Grundy Center on April  17. The tour
was conducted by John Stacey,  lSU Alumni, manager
of the firm. John guided  us through the various
processes of the mill from the purchase of logs, to
soaking and debarking| to the slicing and drying of the
veneer.  Many of us were surprised at the distribution
and worldwide markets that they are involved with.
On October 30,  1987, we loaded up a van and
headed to Vinton,  la., for a tour of the  Big Timber
Lumber Mill. The  mill  processes strictly red oak into
lumber. We found the mills bandsaw heading and
three dry kilns very impressive.
The big event of the year was the FPF]S Midwest
Section Meeting October 14-i 5 conducted at the
Holiday Inn -Gateway Center here in Ames. The
theme was "Utilization of Solar and  Biomass Energy:
A Brief Update". Speakers included professors from
lSU plus a technician from the  US  Forest Products
Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin. The meeting
included tours of an energy plantation near Ames,
and the US Department of Energy Laboratory on the
lSU Campus.  Our own  Dr.  Kuo was inducted as
President of the Midwest Chapter for the following
year.
Fund raising was again a success with the sale of
"Iowa State Forestry" belt buckles. The buckles are a
solid pewter,  limited edition that have proved to be a
very popular item among alumni and  lSU  Forestry
supporters. The funds acquired from the sale of these
buckles contributes to the learning experiences
sponsored by the chapter such as mill tours and
guest speakers. The belt buckles can be purchased
from the  lSU  FPF]S Chapter,  25l  Bessey  Hall,  lSU,
Ames,  lowa50011. The price is$10or$12.50  by
mail.
The chapter is looking forward to another great
year and would like to thank all those who have
contributed to our success. Officers for 1987 were:
Lori Zipse, Chairperson; Craig Woodley, Vice-Chair-
person; and Larry Desmet, Secretary-Treasurer.
-Brad Karlovec
Front Flow (L~R):  Dr.  Kuo,  Mike Capkek,  Craig  F3ay,  F3ob Seyler,  Doug Webb,  Dr.
ManwiIIer.  Back  Flow (L-R):  Scott Davie,  Steve AIbright, JT McCubbin,  Bryce  Duncan,
Bred Karlovec, Steve Galloway, Paul Johnson.
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XI  SIGMA  Pl
xi sigma pi  is the oldest forestry honor society in
the united states.  Its purpose is to provide recogni-
tion of outstanding forestry students and faculty in
order to help promote excellence in the profession of
forestry. The Alpha Gamma Chapter is in  its  12th
year at Iowa State University.  Since its inception at
Iowa State the Alpha Gamma Chapter has main-
tained its tradition of being an academic/service
honorary rather than a purely academic honorary
society.
The initiation of new members iS the Primary
activity undertaken each year. As part of the initiation
new members take part in a community service
project. This years initiates choose to work at the
camp Fire Camp Canwita and at the YMCA's Peactor
New  Initiates  (L-F?) Jason
Morrison  (Secretary),  Jeff
F3oe,  Carla  Duncan,  Mark
Vitosh, JT McCubbin, Jing Liu,
Jianbang Can
Woods park. New undergraduate members included:
Carla  Duncan,  JT  McCubbin,  Jeff  Roe,  and  Mark
Vitosh. Graduate Student initiates included: Mahboob
Alam Ansari, Jianbang Gan and Jing  Liu.
Aside from initiating new members Xi Sigma Pi
also sponsors the Keith A.  Bauer Memorial  Book
Award which recognizes an outstanding sophomore in
forestry, and the G.  B.  MacDonald Senior Award to
assist a graduating senior who is planning to attend
graduate school. Xi Sigma Pi also contributes judges
for the Forestry Consortium Awards at the Hawkeye
Science Fair for both grade school and high school
divisions.
-Jeff F]egula
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Front  flow  (L-F3)  Jason  Morrison,
Jeff F+oe, Carla Duncan, JT
McCubbin,  Mark Vitosh, Jjanbang
Can,  Jing  Liu.  Middle  F3ow (L-R):
Craig Woodley, Sharon Houar,
F?ichard Meilaln,  Dr,  Kuo,  F?oger
Henna, Lori Zipse, Jeff Regula.
Last  F3ow  (L-F3):  F3ich  Faltonson,
Dr.  Colletti,  Dr.  McNabb,  Gary
Dykstra,  Dr.  Hopkjns,  Dr.
Thomson,  Dr. Jungst,  and  Dr.
Wray
FIRESIDES
by  Michelle  Heiker
This year we again continued the tradition of
firesides. A fireside is when a professor invites into
his home eight to fifteen students for dinner and
conversation, usually on a Sunday evening. These
firesides allow the students to become better ac-
quainted with the professors,  meet their families,  and
provides the opportunity to socialize with the other
students while enjoying a special meal.
Dr.  Colletti,  Dr.  Kuo|  and  Dr.  Shultz co-hosted the
first fireside of the school year. After a delicious meal,
they each showed slides from  1987 summer camp in
Montana and  Dr.  Kuo showed his long-awaited video
tape.  lt was a very memorable evening. As this goes
to press, our head of the department,  Dr. Jungst, is
making final preparations for his fireside.  Last year,
the Jungst family served a delicious meal, and  l'm
sure this year will be no different.
Hosting a fireside is one way that a professor
shows that he truly cares about the students.  Not only
do firesides provide a way to meet new faces and
strengthen old friendships, they create new memories
that students can look back on long after graduation.
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SOCIETY  OF
AMERICAN  FORESTERS
The  1987-1988  academic year  has  proven to  be
a  highly  successful  period  for the  Iowa  State  Univer-
sity Chapter of the Society of American  Foresters.
The fall  semester saw the  Chapter kicking the year
off with  a  picnic  welcoming  all  incoming  forestry
students  to the  University.
The  month  of October saw the  Chapter sending
four  members to the  National  SAF  Convention  in
Minneapolis.  Those who  attended  the  convention
found  that  it gave  them  some valuable  insight  into
the  profession.  In  November the  Chapter  hosted  an
informational  program  in  which  Ag  placement official
F]oger  Bruene  discussed  resumes  and  cover  letters.
As the fall  semester came to a close,  the Chapter
had just begun the sale of  Iowa State  Foresters
caps to  raise  some sorely  needed  funds.
As  I  write this column,  the spring  semester  is just
weeks old;  however,  there are already  plans to
make this semester even  more exciting than the
last.  One of the potential  projects on tap for the
spring  semester would  have the  lSU  SAF  members
working  in  conjunction  with  one  of the  local  elemen-
tary  schools  in  presenting  forestry  related  material  in
the classroom.  Another  potential  project is a canoe
trip  in  tandem  with  Dr.  Schultz's  Forest  Hydrology
class.  Last but not least are  projected  plans to do
some  sort of tree  identification  layout for the  VEl-
SHEA celebration  in  May.
To  reiterate the  87-88 year  has thus far proven
highly  successful  and  has  shown  every  indication  of
continuing  in  that vein  as the  year  progresses.
Paul J. Tauke
Chairperson  lSU SAF
Front Flow (L-F3): Marty Van  Mannen,
Wendy Bantz, Jeff Kross, Mike Capek,
Jason  Morrison.  Back Flow  (L-F3):  Dr.
Schultz,  Nancy Shorma,  Nick Beelman,
Michelle Heiker, Joe Dwyer, and Scott
Davis.
Departmental  Award  and  Scholarship Winners
J.  Milton  Cone  Forestry  Freshman  Scholarship
Jason  Jensen
$500  Scholarship
Forestry  Memorial  Scholarship
Monica  Price
$500  Scholarship
Forestry  Freshman  Scholarship
Sharon  Rolofson
$500  Scholarship
Xi  Sigma  Pi  Honor Scholarship
James  Gubbels
$500  Scholarship
J.  Milton  Cone  Forestry  Memorial  Scholarship
Jeffrey  Roe
$500  Scholarship
Iowa  Urban  Foresters  Award
Mark  Vitosh
Book Award
Keith  A.  Bauer Award
F}obert  E.  Bardon
Book Award
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Forest  Products  Research  Society Award
Steven  Albright
One year membership  in  FPRS
Forest  Products  F]esearch  Society Award
Brad  Karlovec
Book Award
Society of American  Foresters Award
F3obert  Hilken
One year student  membership  in  SAF
Society  of American  Foresters Award
Jeffrey  Kross
One year  student  membership  in  SAF
Society of American  Foresters Award
Paul  Tauke
One  year full  membership  in  SAF
Diamond  Hitch  Award
Jerry  Flemming,  President  Forestry  Club
Brad  Karlov,  Chairman  FPF}S  Club
Paul Tauke,  President SAF Club
Scott  Davis,  Co-editor Ames  Forester
Leslie  Herzog,  Co-editor  Ames  Forester
CHRISTMAS  TREE  PLANTATION
This is the first article about Christmas tree pro-
duction by the Forestry Club here at Iowa State
University.  On the 9th of December,1985, the club
entered into an agreement with the Forestry Depart-
ment and the Physical Plant for approximately 4 acres
of land on which to grow the trees. This tract of land
is located approximately one and one half miles
northwest of campus near the F]eactor Woods.
This was done to eventually provide the Forestry
Club with trees for their annual Christmas tree sale
during the Christmas season. The plantation will also
provide an area for demonstration and education pur-
poses. According to the contracts signed between the
department and the club, the department will  help pay
for costs of operation for five years, which is about
500 dollars.  ln  return for this,  if the club decides to
remain in the tree growing business, they will pay for
all operating costs and offer a 500 dollar scholarship
for an incoming freshman who is interested in for-
estry.
The 4 acre plantation  is split into six 3/4 acre sec-
tions.  Each one of these sections will be cut every
year. The area that we are working with is an over
grown apple orchard. The new section to be planted
must be cleared,  usually done in the fall. Then in the
winter the branches are chipped and used for mulch
around the young trees.  ln the spring roughly 900 new
seedlings are planted. This number allows for planting
of the labor involved with the clearing, chipping and
planting  is done by volunteers from the club.
This year we will be on our third planting of seed-
lings. The ones that were planted two years ago are
showing good signs of productive growth. With any
luck they should be ready for sale in 4-5 years. When
the Christmas season  roles around think of the club
and stop by for a tree.
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Brian Sterbenz
Plantation Chairman
1987 CHRISTMAS TREE SALES
by  Bryce  Duncan
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Annual Christmas tree sales are the  lSU  Forestry
Club's main  income.  If sales are low, the club oper-
ates on a rather tight budget.
This year's Christmas tree sales were a big
success. Our crews brayed low temperatures, high
winds7 and long hours. After endless searching at the
plantation,  I  managed to find some dry wood to fuel
the burning barrel.  Our location at the front of the
Memorial  Union provided us with shelter from the cold
and an endless supply of hot chocolate.
We were blessed this year with an ample supply of
hearty salespersons. We managed to sell 299 of the
300 white and Scotch pine trees on hand. The last
tree was nicknamed the "Charlie Brown" tree and was
given to Dr. Colletti who provided it with a good home
for Christmas.  Many of the upperclassmen showed up
to lend a hand.  Even a few freshmen got in the act.
Freshman F]yan  Reichenbacker was voted "Most
Valuable Christmas Tree Salesperson" and was
awarded a forestry T-shirt for this honor. Twelve
students worked more than eight hours and qualified
for a five dollar discount at Bonanza, courtesy of the
Forestry Club.
Sales went relatively smoothly this year with the
help of  Dr.  Hall,  Dr.  Colletti,  and  Co-chair Matt
McColley.  Customers were full of Christmas cheer
and it was an excellent year for Christmas trees.
A word of thanks goes out to our customers, crew
members, and Gerald Grebasch for letting us store
the trees at the State Nursery. Without these people,
this event would have never gotten off the ground.
WILD GAME BANQUET
By Marty Van  Maanen
The  1988  Forestry Club's Wild  Game  Banquet
was held on  Saturday, April 9 in the Scheman
Building.  With  each  new banquet comes a new
banquet chairperson,  and  I  was  proud  to  represent
the club this year.  With  some  innovation  and  a  lot of
hard  work,  we  experienced  the  largest  attendance to
date.
We kicked off the evening's events at 6:30 with  a
fabulous  meal  prepared  by  the  Memorial  Union.
Those who  made this year's  banquet  possible  by
donating  such  meat  items  as  deer7  Squirrel,  rabbit,
pheasant,  fish  and turkey were  Brian  Sterbenz,  Jeff
Kross,  Burt  Kross,  F}ussell  Kross,  Brad  Karlovec,
Dan  Stillmunkes,  John  Pullis,  Dr.  Floyd  Manwiller
and  Leonard  Golley.
After the fabulous feast,  Carla  Duncan,  our
Master of  Ceremonies7  brought  uS  right  into  the
presentation  of awards.  This was followed  by the
recognition  of our four clubs  here  at  lSU,  Forestry
Club,  SAF,  FPF]S,  ans Xi  Sigma  Pi,  their role  in the
club and the  new  1988 officers.
Bill  Haywood,  the  Wildlife  Conservationist from
Blackhawk District was our guest speaker.  He gave
us  a short presentation  and  slide show entitled  "Iowa
Forestry  -  Ignorance  ls  Bliss."  Mr.  Haywood,  an  lSU
graduate,  is an  excellent speaker,  and  I'm  sure
everyone  in  attendance  learned  something  from  his
presentation.
To wrap  up the evening,  each  club donated  an
item which  was given  away as door prizes to five
lucky  individuals.  Then  Dr.  Joe  Colletti  was  pre-
sented with  the  Most  Beloved  Faculty Award for  his
valiant effort  in  the  1987  school  year and  summer
camp  "leadership?"
Well  that about all  but wraps  up this  year's
banquet.  I  hope you  enjoyed  it  if you  were there and
if  not,  I  hope to see you  next year.  And  again  -  I
thank  you  for  your  support!
VEISHEA
By Nancy Shorma
VEISHEA is a good opportunity for high school
students to explore various careers for their future
education.  lt is also a good opportunity for different
departments to inform the general public about what
Iowa State University is supplying  its students. Our
goal with the  ISU  Forestry Club VEISHEA display is
to present our alternative to anyone who wants to
know what we have to offer.
This year's VEISHEA will be a big success.  Our
theme this year is "Forestry:  Managing Today's
Resources For Tomorrow." We plan to show both
aspects of forestry,  Forest Products and  Forest
Management. We are then going to break each down
into the different specializations within  each field,
such as range, wildlife, and watershed management
as well as wood science and technology. Along with
the specific fields we will display the different organi-
zations represented within the Forestry Department
such as FPRS (Forest Products F]esearch Society)
and SAF (Society of American  Foresters), and their
role in developing our natural resources.
With  the  help of  Dr.  Joe  Colletti,  Dr.  F]jck  Hall,
Forestry Club President Jerry FIemming, and Vice
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President Bryce  Duncan, we will fill the second floor
of Bessey Hall with displays, audio aids, and televi-
sion programs. The display we present will help the
interested passersby understand the vast technology,
extensive decision, managerial skills implemented in
the field of forestry, and the technology being devel-
oped for tomorrow. We will try to stress the impor-
tance of managing our forest resources for future
generations to utilize accordingly.
Along  with  displays,  Smokey the  Bear and
Woodsy  Owl  will  be visiting  the department through-
out the day greeting interested children and parents
passing through the parking  lot and the Forestry
Department.  Upon entering the Forestry Club display
we will be giving each person a short forestry test and
wood identification test to show everyone how much
the public knows about forestry and what the
forester's role is in forestry. After the test we will  lead
them through the displays and help them become
more knowledgeable about what forestry is all about.
When people leave the display, we hope that
each person will  have a better understanding of one
of our most important natural  resources.
STUDENTS
GRADUATING  SENIORS
Mark A. Burns is a native of Keokuk,  Iowa, and he is
specializing in wood products. While at lSU, Mark
was active in  Forestry CIub,  FPRS, and SAF.  During
the summer of i 986 he was employed by the U.S.
Forest Service in the Black Hills National  Forest, and
during the summer of 1987 he worked for the Forest
Products Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin.
Mark's interests are in finding a job in the
north central portion of the country, and he also feels
it would be interesting to work in Canada.  His hobbies
include motorcycles, truck and tractor pulling, and any
type of car and boat racing.
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Mike  Channing
Mike  is from  Boone,  Iowa.  He chose the forest
products option,  and  he  specialized  in  wood  science.
While attending  lSU,  he was  employed  at the  USDA
Plant  Introduction  Station.  He  plans to  remain  in
Iowa,  and  he would  like to  become a research
associate  in  the field  of  plant  introduction.
Mike was the  recipient of the  Summer Camp
Leadership Award  in  1984.  His  hobbies  include gar-
dening  and  wood  working.
Larry DeSmet
Larry,  from  Davenport,  Iowa,  chose  tO follow  the
forest  products  option  while  he  attended  lSU.  While
at lsu  he was involved  in  FPRS.
Larry was  employed  during  his  SummerS  by  Pike
Lumber  Company,  and  after  his  graduation  in  the  fall
they  had  a job for  him  in  their company.
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Jerry J.  Flemming
Jerry  is originally from  Cresco,  Iowa,  and  he
studied  Forest  F]esource  Management with  a  spe-
cialization  in  Silviculture.
Jerry was involved  in  Forestry Club and  held the
office of  President,  he was the  Forestry Club  Planta-
tion  Manager,  and  he was a  member of SAF.  His
awards  include the  Knothead  Award  on  numerous
occasions
His  experience  includes jobs with  Holub  Nursery
and  Puritan  Lockers,  both  located  in  Cresco,  Iowa.
He also was employed  by  lSU Transportation  Serv-
ices,  and  he spent a summer working  for the  Idaho
Panhandle  National  Forest  in  Coeur d'Alene,  Idaho.
Jerry plans to  start with  anything,  anywhere,  and
move  up to  be the  "Big  Guy."  His  hobbies  include
the  collecting  of the  complete works of  Dr.  Seuss,
and  when  time  permits  he  enjoys  hang  gliding,
alligator  wrestling,  and  photography.
Darla Sue Forbes from Buckingham,  Iowa took the
Forest F]esource Management option with her spe-
cialty in  Recreation.  During  her time at lSU she was
involved in  Forestry Club,  Forestry Club Secretary,
Ames Forester staH ('85-'86), Ames Forester co-
editor ([86-'87), SAF,  and dorm floor cabinet.  Darla
was the recipient of the Diamond  Hitch Award.
Darla]s experience includes being a Forest
Technician for the  U.S.  Forest Service in the BIack
Hills National  Forest, and she also worked on the Elk
Mountain  F]anger District in  Newcastle, Wyoming.  Her
future plans are to work for the  Plant Introduction
Station  in Ames until a forestry job comes along.
Her hobbies include being with friends and
family,  listening to country music, and being outdoors.
Darla says,  "The  Forestry Department is GREAT!
Being  in forestry is like gaining  a brand new family.  l'll
miss everyone a lot!"
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Todd  Fossum from  Waukon,  Iowa chose the  Forest
Management  option  and  specialized  in  multiple  use.
His  college  activities  include  involvement  in  Forestry
Club,  SAF,  dorm  floor  cabinet,  and  many  intramural
sports.
Todd's  experience  includes  working  for the
Black  Hills  National  Forest as  a timber  marker and
fire fighter,  and  he  also worked  for  lSU  Outlying
F]esearch  Center  at  Brayton  Tract  Memorial  Forest
as  a forest technician.  His  plans for the future
include working  for a  company that works to  improve
and  protect America's  woodlands for future  genera-
tions.
His  hobbies  include  softball,  motorcycle  riding,
working,  and  having  fun  with  friends.  Todd  says,
"Well,  it finally  happened.  lt's time to  move  on  to
bigger  and  better things.  These  past few years  have
really  been  fun."
Frank  Heisner
Frank,  a native of Wayland,  Iowa took the forest
management option  and  he  is  specializing  in  range
management.  While  attending  lSU  he was  involved
in the  lSU  Rodeo  Club  as the  Vice-President and the
Cyclone  Stampede as the  Chairman.  He worked two
summers  on  the  Routt  National  Forest  in  Kremmling,
Colorado  and  one  summer  on  the  Little  Missouri  Na-
tional  Grassland  in  the  Custer  National  Forest.
Frank's  present  plans  are to work on  the  Big-
horn  National  Forest  in  Sheridan,  Wyoming.  ln  the
long  run  he  hopes to stay  in the state of  Wyoming
and  work  in  a forestry or  range  related field.  His
hobbies  include  collecting  Indian  artifacts,  bull  riding,
hunting,  fishing,  trapping,  trap  shooting,  and  trail
riding.
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Sharon  Houar
Sharon,  a  native of Cedar  F]apids,  Iowa, took
Forest  Resource  Management  during  her  years  at
lSU.  She was active in  Forestry Club,  SAF, Xi  Sigma
Pi  as the Secretary  Fiscal  Agent,  and  a  member of
her dorm  floor cabinet.  Her  awards  include the  SAF
Student  Membership Award  and  she was  named to
the  Dean's  List.
Sharon's  experience  includes  working  for the
Plant  Introduction  Center in Ames,  she spent a sum-
mer on  the  Prairie  City  District on the  Malhuer  Na-
tional  Forest  in  Oregon,  and  she worked two sum-
mers on  the  Elk  Mountain  District on  the  Black  Hills
National  Forest.
Her plans,  however serious they are,  are to at-
tend  Lincoln  Technical  Institute to  become  a  Diesel
mechanic.  Her  hobbies  include  swimming,  biking,
photography,  cooking,  listening  to all  kinds  of  music,
dancing,  etc.
Chris Jensen from Underwood,  Iowa took the Forest
Management option at lSU.  He is specializing  in  mul-
tiple use management, and he has a minor in soil
science.  During his stay at lSU,  he was involved in
Forestry Club and SAF.  He was the recipient of the
SAF Summer Camp Award.
Chris has gained experience working on the
Chippewa National Forest, the Arapaho-Roosevelt
National Forest, and Chemlawn Tree and Shrub
Service.  His future plans include using his education
to enhance the renewable resource associated with
trees either in the traditional or urban forests.
His hobbies include hunting, fishing,  hiking,
traveling, cooking, and collecting terrestrial samples
of most anything.  Chris comments,  Ill enjoyed  my time
at ISU, and  I fully intend to  make a difference with
what I've learned."
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Ahmad Sapawi  H. J.  Matusin
Ahmad  is from  Beaufort,  Sabah,  Malaysia,  and
he  studied  forest  management.  He  has worked  for
the  Sabah  State  Forestry  Department for five years,
and  he  has  had twelve weeks of practical  attach-
ment to  a  major  logging  company  and  plywood  mill
in  his  home  state.
Ahmad says,  Ill  haven't seen  any place as  beau-
tiful  as  America  in  my  life.  The  abundance  of wildlife
in  certain  areas fascinates  me.  I  would  like to thank
all  of the  professors  and  students; they  have  made
my  academic years enjoyable.  The  experience  l've
gained  outside the classroom  has given  me  much
wisdom to add to what  l've learned  in the class-
room."
Ahmad  is  a fishing  addict.  lf  he  has free time you
can  find  him  at the  nearest fishing  hole.
Keith  Mousel
Keith  is  originally  from  AIton,  Iowa.  He  chose the
forest  resource  management option  at  Iowa  State.
He was  involved  in  Forestry  Club and  served  as
President of that club  for  one  year.
ln  his  spare time,  Keith  enjoys  hunting  and  riding
his  motorcycle.
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Sidney A.  Munford  is originally from  Farmington,
Iowa. While studying forestry he specialized  in
silviculture and regeneration.  He has gained experi-
ence from the lSU  Forestry Department, and from the
USDA Forest Service Region 6 area working on
formal stand exams.
After graduation, Sid will be working on the
Malhuer National  Forest.  During his spare time he en-
joys banjo picking,  hunting, fishing,  rodeo, and paint-
ing.
Lori Zipse Sheehy, originally from New Hampton,
Iowa has had a very active stay at lSU. She took the
Forest Products option and she received a Business
minor.
Lori's activities include: chairperson, vice-
chairperson, secretary/treasurer for FPF]S; vice-presi-
dent and treasurer of Forestry CIub; photographer for
Ames Forester for 3 years; Ranger and secretary/
fiscal agent for Xi Sigma Pi, and part of her dorm floor
cabinet. Awards that she has received include: the
Scholastic Merit Award from  Midwest Section of
FPRS, Student Membership Award to FPRS,  Keith A
Bauer Award for Outstanding Sophomore in Forestry,
the John Milton Cone Memorial Scholarship, Xi Sigma
Pi  National Scholarship,  membership to Xi Sigma Pi,
membership to Gamma Sigma Delta, and member-
ship to Phi  Kappa Phi.
Her experience includes internships with Wa-
terloo Parks and Recreation  Department ('85), Wey-
erhaeuser Particle Board  Plant jn  Marshfield, WI  ('86),
and Weyerhaeuser Architectural  Door Plant also in
Marshfield,  Wl  ('87).
Lori's hobbies are water skiing, hunting, vol-
leyball, camping, canoeing, and watching movies.
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Paul  Tauke
Paul  is  originally from  Cascade,  Iowa.  He  chose
to follow the forest  management option  while  he was
attending  lSU.  Paul  was  involved  in  SAF and  served
as the chairman  his  senior year.  Paul was also a
Resident Assistant  in  the  lSU  residence  hall  system.
Paul's  experience  is  with  the  Briton  Tract  Memo-
rial  Forest,  Waterloo  Parks  and  Recreation  Depart-
ment,  and  the  Forestry  Greenhouse  at  lSU.
Craig Woodley from Muscatine,  Iowa took the Forest
products option at lSU.  He is now planning on gradu-
ate school at the University of Tennessee in Kn-
oxville.
While at  lSU  Craig was involved in  FPF}S,
and he was the recipient of the Xi Sigma Pi and
Gamma Sigma Delta honors.  During his summers he
was employed by the Pike Lumber Company ('85 and
'86) and Weyerhaeuser Company ('87).
Craig's hobbies include swimming and bicy-
cling.
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CLASS LISTINGS
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FF]ESHMEN
Christopher  Ball
Des Moines,  Iowa
Mike  Busch
Donahue,  Iowa
Travis  Cochran
Burlington,  Iowa
Todd   Derifield
Janesville,  Iowa
Michael   Feller
Council  BIuffs,  Iowa
John  Fish
La Grange  Park,  IIlinois
David  Hansen
Merced,  California
Shane  Harmon
Huxley,  Iowa
Tom  Huegerich
Varina,  Iowa
Lance  Johnson
West Liberty,  Iowa
James  Merhar
Olive,  Iowa
Scott  Monson
Waukee,  Iowa
Timothy  Pinkston
Traer,  Iowa
Christopher  Pisut
Des Moines,  Iowa
F]yan  Reichenbacker
Flunnells,  Iowa
John  Schrieber
Lake  Mills,  Iowa
Jeffrey  Sherman
Des Moines,  Iowa
GIen  Thomas
New Albin,  Iowa
Kristen  Weber
Urbandale,  Iowa
SOPHOMORES
Jamison  Banks
Akron,  Iowa
Shannon   Baughman
NewelI,  Iowa
Bruce  Blair
Ames,  Iowa
Sandra  Boldt
Toledo,  Iowa
Scott Davis
AIgona,  Iowa
Bryce  Duncan
CorrectionviIIe,   Iowa
William  Haugen
Flake,  Iowa
Michelle  Heiker
EIdridge,  Iowa
Leslie  Herzog
Galesburg,   illinois
Jeffrey  Hildreth
Decorah,  Iowa
Jon  Klingman
Volga,  Iowa
Craig  Letz
Eldora,  Iowa
Steven Oswalt
Richland,  Iowa
Gregory  Vanorsow
Fort  Dodge,  Iowa
Tim  Vugteveen
Spirit  Lake,  Iowa
JUNIORS
Mark Adkins
Churdan,  Iowa
Steven  Albright
Cedar Falls,  Iowa
Wendy Bantz
Fayette,  Iowa
F}obert  Bardon
Dubuque,  Iowa
Nicholas  Beelman
Fort  Madison,  Iowa
Michael  Capek
Geneva,  Illinois
Dale  Clark
Central  City,  Iowa
Erie  Dahle
Emmons,  Minnesota
Carla  Duncan
East  Moline,  IIIinois
Joe  Dwyer
Ames,  Iowa
Russell  Groves
Oskaloosa,  Iowa
F3obert  Hilken
Dos Moines,  Iowa
Paul  Johnson
Marshalltown,  Iowa
Jeff Kross
Dayton,  Ohio
Damon  Lange
Marshalltown,   Iowa
J.  T.  McCubbin
Davenport,  Iowa
Kevin  Oetken
Sperry,  Iowa
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Jeffery  Roe
Fairfax,  Iowa
Robert  Seyler
Missouri  Valley,  Iowa
Nancy  Shorma
Colfax,  Iowa
Douglas  Simon
Dubuque,  Iowa
Cynthia  Snyder
Buffalo,  Iowa
Martin  Vanmaanen
Leighton,  Iowa
R.  Scott Vavrinek
Vienna,  Virginia
Douglas  Webb
Flockwell City,  Iowa
SENIORS
David  Bienemann
Waverly,  Iowa
Dan  Bliton
Cedar Falls,  Iowa
Michael   Channing
Slater,  Iowa
Erie  Dralle
Wabasha,  Minnesota
Jerry  Flemming
Cresco,  Iowa
Steve Galloway
Aurora,  IIIinois
RandalI  HefeI
Dubuque,  Iowa
Frank  Heisner
Mount Pleasant,  Iowa
Craig  Johnson
Lombard,   IIIinois
Brad  Karlovec
Paton,  Iowa
Ahmed  Matusin
Sabah,  Malaysia
Matt  McColley
Fort  Dodge,  Iowa
Sydney  Munford
Farmington,   Iowa
Mark  Rathman
St.  James,  Minnesota
Craig  F]ay
Peoria,  Illinois
Brian  Sterbenz
Nevada,  Iowa
Paul  Tauke
Cascade,  Iowa
DeWayne  Thornburgh
FarnhamviIIe,   Iowa
Mark  Vitosh
CoralviIIe,  Iowa
Bessey Hall,  ISU
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Graduate Students
Ansari,  Mahboob  Alam
Graduate  Student
Bahr,  Gary
Graduate  Student
Choi,  Kwan
F]esearch  Assistant
Gan,  Jianbang
F]esearch  Assistant
Gutierrez,   Edgar
Flesearch  Assistant
Hasvold,  Thomas  F].
Graduate  Student
Hu,  Ninghe
Graduate  Student
Kean,  John
Graduate  Student
Kolison,  Stephen  H.,  Jr.
F]esearch  Assistant
Licht,  Priscella  A.
F]esearch  Assistant
Liu,  Jing
Research  Assistant
Meilan,   F}ichard
F]esearch  Assistant
Morrison,  Jason  W.
Teaching  Assistant
Negreros,  Patricia  C.
Graduate  Student
Nyong'o,  F]isper  N.
Research  Assistant
Regula,  Jeffrey  A.
F]esearch  Assistant
Son,  Sung-Ho
Research  Assistant
Thompson,  Janette  F].
F]esearch  Assistant
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